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SaTlngs and loan assooiatlona parfora a twofold funotlonj ono, th«
aoonmulatlon of sarlnga frdm many sources but principally from people of
moderate means, and the other, the lending of these funds to horrowers for
the purpose of acquiring homas,^ Hence, savings and loan associations
operate in two major markets. From the personal savings market they re¬
ceive funds from individuals (i.e. Investment shares) and lend these funds
to home buyers on the security of mortgages.
There are other financial institutions, which, because of their nature,
are more established in the personal savings market than in the home mort¬
gage market, and vioa-versa. Reference will be made to these institutions
in order to determine the relative position and strength of savings and
loan associations.
The problem which presents itself is, to what extent and how firmly are
savings and loan associations established in the personal savings and the
home mortgage markets? Behind this question the historical development of
savings and loan associations provides the rationale for their present
status in the financial commxmity. Other problems which are present, but
which cannot be determined with a great degree of precision ares To what
extent have savings and loan associations displaced tha activities of other
financial institutions in areas where they presently operate? Approximately
1
American Savings and Loan Institute, Savings and Loan Principles
Part II (Chicago, 1954), p. 1.
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how mueh of their total resouroea have haen applied to home fizxanoing and
to what extent have they affected employaent and inoome? Generally, have
they contributed, significantly, to the economic welfare of the ibnerioan
people?
Scope of investigation,-- Data, both qualitative and quantitative,
concerning savings and loan associations are for the most part, oolleoted
and published on a national basis. Hence, this study will be conducted bn
the national level because the personal savings and the'home mortgage
1 • *
markets can be more precisely determined on the national level than on
lower levels. Also a broad and comprehensive view can be obtained of these
markets which are essentially the same in nature on state and local levels.
Not only are the markets essentially the same but savings and loan associ¬
ations function in a similar manner in all areas. However, reference will
be made to areas where peculiarities manifest themselves.
The period of this study will be confined primarily from 1929 up to the
latest date that information can be obtained before the typing of this thesis.
At the present time, quantitative data are obtainable up to the end of
1955.
Method of investigation.-- In order to determine the position of savings
and loan associations in the personal savings and the home mortgage markets,
it is necessary to define the areas which constitute these markets. That
is, the market area must be established.
The aggregate estimates of personal saving by Various agenoies afford -
some idea of the extent of the personal savings market. The personal saving
estimates of the Department of Ccaameroe, the individuals' saving estimates
of the Securities and Exchange Commission, and the estimates of the Home
3
Loan Bank Board aro th« moat authentie estlmatea aTallabla. Thaso
eatimatas, raoonoilad with each othar* may be oonaidarad the perimeter of
the peraonal savinga market. V^ithin thia perimeter liea the ’’institu-
tional" peraonal aavinga market, that ia, the liquid peraonal aaving, or
the amount which ia capable of being deposited in savings and thrift ihsti*
tutions at given intervals of time. The oore of the problem ia to compare
the amount of peraonal saving represented by deposits or investmenta in
seleoted institutions and saving media with the approximate amount (i.d*
liquid personal saving) subject to such deposits and investment. After
the total amount of personal saving represented by deposits and invest¬
ments in selected types of institutions and media (including savings and
loan associations) has been determined, the percentage of this total held
by savings and loan associations is an indication of thsir relative
position in the "institutional” personal savings market.
The home mortgage market is a subsidiary of the housing market which
is a subsidiary of the real estate market. All are related in such a way
that changes in one effect changes in the others. However, the home mort¬
gage market is not onlybasio, but also a fundamental supporting elenmnt to
the housing market. It is easier to determine and analyze than the
personal savings market because there is no controversy about what oonsti-
tutues a home mortgage. Total home mortgages made ia each year, in'terms of
amount and number, is considered the extent of the home mortgage market.
Broadly, the total amount of home mortgages outstanding in each of the
years from 1929 to 1953 may be considered as the extent of the secondary
home mortgage market. In a sense, however, the secondary home mortgage
market is no broader than the amount and number of home mortgages that are
4
•otually bought and sold during a glvon period of time beoauae thia
amount or number refleeta not only the deaire and ability of the buyera
to buy« but alae the need and deaire of the aellera to liquidate funda
which have been froaen in home mortgagee. The relative poaition of
aavinga and loan aaaooiationa in the home mortgage market will be deter¬
mined in the aame manner that it waa determined in the personal aavinga
market.
The findinga of thia investigation will be summarized in the final
chapter in the light of current problema and proapeota.
The nature of the material#— There are relatively few textbooka
which deal primarily with aavinga and loan aaaooiationa. Most authors
make reference to savings and loan associations in relation to other
financial institutions, or in relation to their thrift and lending aotivi
ties in the personal savings and the horns mortgage martets.
The Home Loan Bank Board, the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal
Housing Administration, the Federal Reserve Board, the Department of
Commerce, the Seeurlties and Exchange Conmission, and other federal
ageneies were very cooperative in forwarding, promptly. Information con-
oerning their activities relative to savings and loan associations and the
Federal laws which authorize these activities. The United States Savings
and.Loan League provided a voluminous amoung of information relating to
the subject. This information was accumulated by private research
methods and therefore was of great usefulness to the author.
CHAPTER II
THE DEVELOPMENT OP SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCI¬
ATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES
All Institutions, to • certain extent, are the creatures of their
enTironjnent* To have a clear idea of the modern savings and loan associ¬
ation, one must look back to the circumstances and problems connected,
with its beginning and growth. These problems and circumstances have been
forceful in shaping its principles and directing its policies. The two
chief objectives of savings and loan associations - thrift and h(»ne owner¬
ship - were always followed but in the course of tiara oira change after
another was introduced in order to attain these objectives more effec¬
tively.
The terminating type of operation, 1881-18S6.— The Oxford Provident
Building Association was the first to be organised in the United States
in 1831. It was founded in Frankford, Pennsylvania, a suburb of Philadel¬
phia, and was of the terminating type.^ The terminating type of operation
provided for compulsory investment dues after the initial membership
assessment. In order to become a member one had to subscribe for not less
than one nor more than five shares, each with a maturity value of five
hundred dollars, Vlhenever five hundred dollars was accumulated in the
association's treasury in the form of "dues paid in," this amount was
offered as a loan to the subscribers who offered the highest premium for
1
American Savings and Loan Institute, Savings and Loan Principles,
Part I (Chicago, 1954), p.. 20.
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it* Ths plan at that time vaa for full repa^ant In ten yaarai than*
whan all the original members had aoquired their homes* the association
was to oease taking new members and it was to go out of business when all
of the loans were paid*
IVhen the Oxford association closed its books in June* 1841* after
the thirty^seren members had procured homes* savings and loan associations
of the terminating type had been transplanted to other oitiss*. The
number inoreased* as existing associations attained their objectives and
were terminated many more associations were born* Following the Panic
of 1837* an era of generally good business oondltions was underway which
by 1843 was a stimulant for the growth of the cooperative* home'financing
’
1
institution in most of the states along the Atlantic seaboard*
The development of the serial plan of operation (1865-1880) *»»^ The
serial plan was a means of giving an institution continuity of existence
by taking in new groups of members at different intervals* Under the
serial plan "dues" begin on each series when the stock is issued* The
shares* consequently* mature at different dates* with those in each series
reaching maturity simultaneously* The serial plan in its earliest form
may be deseribed as a eolleotlon of terminating plans or units*' Those
joining a series after it starts must pay the back dues from the beginning
of that series* just as members of the terminating association* Delinquents





A growing emphasis upon the sa-rlngs side of the sarings and loan
business is a oorrolary of the rise of the serial plan* Oise of the
advantages of the serial plan was that members who were not yet in a
position or willing to borrow (their share of the home building funds were
no longer obliged to take a loan against their will* From this set of
oiroumstanoes developed the savings member as a person distinct from the
borrowing member*
The savings member idea is so important that it really marks a
turning point in the history of savings and loan associations in the United
States. Before that time all efforts were limited in scope* oiroumsorlbed
by the number of people in any community who could be induced to pool their
resources and acquire homes* After this idea came into being, all savings
and loan activities were colored by the fact that the savings of a eom-
munityj, of people in all walks of life, could now be pooled to provide
1
home financing fom another group who desired to own hcnnss*
Savings and loan expansion uiader the permanent plan of operation*^-
The permanent plan of operation played a significant part in the great
expansion of the savings and loan business, during the decades of the 1880*s,
and the 1890's* The pennanent plan permits shares to be issued at any time
and provides for a separate account for each individual member* Net earn*
ings are distributed as dividends, usually semi-annually, to each member
. .1 / . . ...
Today, not only is a portion of the savings of a conmunity pooled for
for, home financing but savings flow from other sections of the country to
sayings and loan associations in-areas which offer better investment
opportunities due to greater demand for hoi&e financing. Higher interest
rates on home mortgage loans permit savings and loan associations in these
areas to pay an attractive rate of interest to sources outside the local
eonmunity*
8
•ooount* and ara datamined by tha balanoa paid in on hia aharas and
oompoundad on pravioualy aooradltad dividanda* Onoa tha parmanant plan
of oparation had gained headway, it was a logical step to the daTalopmant
of aevaral olaaaaa of aharaa, more than ona of which may ba iasued by an
aaaooiation*
1* Installment shares are paid for by dues paid at regular intervals;
Besides, fees may 1:» collected when joining or withdrawing, and fine^
Imposed for delinquent payments*
2* Fully paid shares are issued whan installment shares mature or
when a cash subscription is made,
3* Prepaid shares differ from full^paid shares in that they are sold
at a discount which allows for an anticipated dividend to bring their value
to par at maturity*
4* Optional shares allow peiynent to vary in time and amount with the
mem'tor's oonvenienoa*
According to tha United States Savings and Loan League, of tha
5,598 associations operating as local institutions in 1893, approximately
3,600 had bean founded between 1880 and 1890* By 1893, there were
1,348,345 association shareholders throughout the country, of which 402,
212 were borrowers* In the same year the cmbined assets of savings and
loan associations amounted to 1453,000,000* They reached.their first
billion dollar mark by 1911*^
i
1 ■ '
J* I* Bogan, Financial Handbook (Saw York, 1950), p* 319*
2
American Savings and Loan Institute, op* oit*, p* 34*
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The national assoolations*-- The "Nationels" eame iiato prominence
during the ten years between 1887«1897« The organisers of these associ¬
ations not only drew their money fr<an all over the country, but also lent
it out on a nation*wide basis, often by mall. Branch offices were
established throughout the country. The home offices of the first
"Nationals" were in the Middle West, but within a few years, these organi¬
sations spread rapidly throughout the nation.
By 1892 the "Nationals” had aroused th«i oolleotive actions of the
local associations which took two format (l) the organisation in April,
1892 of the United States League of Local Building and Loan Associations,
which later became the United States Savings and Loan League. (2) The
second form of oolleotive action, which is partly an incidence of the
first, was the enactment in several states of restrictive legislation
which curbed the activities of the "Nationals” and finally drove them out
of business.
The development of savings and loan associations as corporations.—
As savings and loan associations developed frcaa the "olub” stage to the
point where the Investor and the borrower were clearly separated and to
a point where full-time personnel and staff were required for operation
on a permanent basis, the eorporate form of organisation became an evident
neeessity. As the use of the corporate form became more common, general
corporate enabling acts were passed by state legislatures. These en¬
abling acts took the,form of savings and loan oodes, which are a
' 1 ■
1
The United States Savings and Loan League is related to savings and
loan associations as trade associations are related to their respective
industries. The League collects and publishes vital statistics concern¬
ing the savings and loan business, many of which are contained in this
thesis, particularly, in this chapter.
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oollaotloB of all lows portolniag to tbs orgaalsotion, odniniotrotion,
•uporTloion, and posslblo liquidation or norging of assoeiationa• Sueh
eodea Tary in aoopo fron atato to atato, aa do tho gonaral oarporation
lawa, azd likn than ofton Iooto amoh to oourt intarprotation* >
Until 1935 tha only authority far tha granting of aaaoeiation chartera
were tha auparriaory hodia a of tha reapeetiTe atataa* la that year tha
Hone Ownsra* Loan Aot pronridad for tha inocrporation of Fadaral aavinga
and loan aaaociationa under tha authority of the Federal Eona Loan Bank
Board, Tha iaauanoa of a charter to a Fadaral aaaooiatlea oonatitutaa
inoorporatioa, and tha charter ondar tha aaal of tha Hwa Loan Bank
Board ia oTidanoa of eorporata axiatenoa.
Growth of aaTinga and loan aaeoeiationa ainca the ‘beginning of tha
L
twantiath oentury (19QQ-1929),— Tha ataady and auhatantial gain ia
aaringa and lean oparationa hatwaan the yaara 1900 and 1929 la ravoalad
in table 1«
Table 1 ahowa that during twenty jiaara andixig with 1920 thara waa
a net gain in operating aaaeeiatiena of 5,277 and that at the and of tha
period they numbered 8,655, Aaaata at jiaar^wnd 1920 amounted to an oxoesa
of two and one-half billion dollara and wore nearly four and one-half time
thoae at the turn of the oOhtury, By 1920 the number of membera (borrofwera
and aavara) waa almas t fire mllllona or about one out of erery twenty-one
•■^1-
inhabitanta of the United Statea. Twenty year a prerioua, the membera
numbered la aa than one «md ona-^lf million. The annual Tolume of
.1' ■ ■■ ■ ^ '
Amerioan Sawinga and Loan Inatituta, op, oit«« p,55.
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TSBHDS II SEI2CTBD ITEMS OF SAVUGS AID LOAN AS¬














1900 5,356 1 671,367,000 1,496,000 1 122,000,000
1905 5,264 629,344,000 1,642,000 173,923,000
1910 5,869 931,867,000 2,170,000 260,642,000
1915 6,806 1,484,206,000 3,335,000 361,820,000
1920 8,633 2,519,915,000 4,963,000 770,000,000
1923 10,744 3,943,000,000 7,203,000 1,206,000,000
1926 12,403 5,609,000,000 9,887,000 1,760,000,000
1927 12,804 7,179,000,000 11,336,000 2,110,000,000
1929 12,342 8,695,000,000 12,111,000 1,850,000,000
Soorest United States SnTlngs and Loan Institute*
mortgage loans sade also shoired a steady gain, reaching more than three-
quarters of a hillion dollars in 1920 and representing an insrease of
fi-ve hundred and thirty-three per eent over that of 1900*
Apparently, World War I, during its aetual progress, did not have
much effeet upon the saTings and loan business* However, ths oumulative
.effeots of the cessation of home oonstruotion throughout ths war period
made themselves felt in the great housing shortgage of 1920 and 1921 which
had a direct effect upon the progress of savings and loan associations7"
Tbs deeade of the 1920's was one of almost unparalleled expansion in
the savings and loan business* As a background for this growth were
generally prosperous business conditions marked by a steady and very sub¬
stantial gain in production, a building boom that reached new peaks.
12
rolatlrely high percoml inooiaB and vldaspraad optlnlsA, partlonlarly
froK 1926 to 1929* Another important faotor in thia rapid expansion was
the liberal charter grant policy on the part of state snperrisory
authorities*
To neet Ibe demands for hone finanolng» new peaks in their operations
were made by sarings and loan associations. It was daring the decade of
the 1920*s that the all-time high was. reached in the number of institutions
doing business. From 8«653 aotiTo associations in 1920 the number amounted
to a little more than two and ons-half billlen;.dollars had increased to
more than eight and one-half billion dollars by the close of the decade.
The annual Tolume of mortgage loans made increased from about three-
quarters of a billion dollars in 1920 to |1,850,000,000 in 1929, Most
striking is the increase in the number of members from 4,963,000 in 1920
to 12,111,000 in 1929.
The growth of sawings and loan associatioM since 1929.— Like other
financial institutions savings and loan associations were enjoying a
growing prosperity in the decade .of the 1920*s which reached its height in
1929. Then came the sharp downturn as a result of the depression which
ended in q financial crisis. To prevent further collapse. Federal legis¬
lation was enacted, establishing the Federal Hons lioan Bank System, the
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance C<»>poration and the Federal Savisogs and
Loan System, to strengthen the hmae financing institutions*
As indicated in Table 2, in spite of Federal aid, savings and loan
associations recovered slcarly from ths Great Depression. Total assets de¬
clined in each year from 1930 to 1939, after which each year has repre¬
sented a definite progress over the year before. The table also reflects
13
that over tba ysars nortgag* loans outstanding eonstituted a high poroont-
ago^ of tho total assots of sarings and loan associations and that
prirato sarings aeoounts constituted a high percentage of the total
liabilities V* This fact points up clearly the nature of the homo flnan>
oing and thrift institutions. It is also interesting to note that mort¬
gage loans outstanding ha to heen. to smm extent, halanoed against total
prirate saTings aooounts.
During World War II sarings and loan assooiations were heary inrestors
in GoTornnent honds hut after the mar they liquidated most of these bonds
and inrested the proceeds in hrase sun'tgage loans. In 1945 approximately
tmenty-eight per cent of all sarings and loan assets were in the fora of
Gorernrasnt honds (a record high of #2.420.000.000) with mortgage loans
representing sixty-three per cent of total assets. At the end of 1955.
Government honds were only eight per eent of total assets and mortgage
1
loans were up to eighty-three per eent.
Tahle 2 shows that the tote)t jliehilities of savings and loan assooi-
atip^f^^is Identical to tot9lt;,gfeets. This is true heoause. savings and
loan assooiations are mutual institutions and have no capital stook.
Since 1958. total private savings accounts steadily inoreased to a record
high of #22.975.000.000 at the^end of 1953. which represents 86.3 per eent
of total liahilities in thO^sOmO'year. Of the total amount of private
Sayings aeoounts in savings^and lean assooiations. #l2|)O75.0OO.OOO (more
2
than fifty per eent) was in federally chartered associations.
V" ■ ■ -■ P-'M ■ ■■■ ■ lyaim— I 1111 Ml ■ ■mm iM II II i ■i^.iisiii— ■> »11 . i i i ii i
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Dnited States Savings and Loan League. Savings and Loan Fact Book.
1964 (Chicago. 1964). p. 41. ;
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1929 7*787 908 8,696 6,237 2,458 /134
1930 7,764 1,065 8,829 6,296 2,533
1931 7,210 1,207 8,417 5,916 2,501 -412
1932 6,395 1,342 7,737 6,326 2,411 -680
1933 5,418 1,600 7,018 4,750 2,268 -719
1934 4,488 1,918 6,406 4,458 1,948 -612
1935 3,879 1,996 6,875 4,194 1,678 -103
1936 3,744 2,028 6,772 4,254 1,621 -531
1937 5,848 1,834 5,682 4,080 1,602 -110
1938 5,919 1,713 5,682 4,077 1,556 -60
1939 4,111 1,486 5,597 4,118 1,479 -36
1940 4,422 1,811 5,733 4,522 1,411 /136
1941 4,796 1,253 6,049 4,682 1,367 /316
1942 4,801 1,549 6,150 4,941 1,209 /lOl
1945 4,895 1,709 6,604 5,494 , 1,110 /454
1944 4,978 2,480 7,458 6,305 1,153 /864
1945 5,174 3,573 8,747 7,366 1,582 /l,289
1946 7,242 2,960 10,202 8,548 1,654 A.455
1947 8,980 2,707 11,687 9,763 1,954 /l,485
1948 10,498 2,630_ 13,028 10,964 2,064 /1»S41
1949 11,750 2,872 14,622 12,471 2,151 /1,694
1950 13,835 3,011 16,846 13,978 2,868 /2,224
1951 15,685 3,479 19,164 16,073 5,091 /2,318
1952 18,496 4,204 22,700 19,211 5,489 /3,536
1953 22,000 4,625 26,625 22,975 3,650 /3,925
Sofare«t United States Savlx^gs and Loan Leagos.
Tl» foregoing is a Urief historical aeeonub of the growth of saTlngs
and loan assooiations in the United States* This aeoount* havsTer* is not
suffioient to giTO a eonplste piotare of their dsTelopment* To finish
the piotnre an eximination of the three related institutions or agencies
16
whieh» in tha prooasa of growing thansalTas, proTided strength for all*
The Federal How Loan Systen* the Federal Sarings and Loan Insurance
Corporation* and the Federal Sarings and Loan System will he discussed
in the «rder listed*
The How Loan Bank System*— Agitation for resenre hanking facilities
for sarings and loan assooiations slsdlar to the Federal Eeserrs System
began as early as 1913* when the Federal Heserve System was under Congress-
ioml discussion*^ Since that tiw savings and loan representatives
offered several proposals for the creation of a reserve hanking system for
the purpose of aiding and financing the sonstruetion of hows* hut these
proposals did not get wide aooeptanoe* It was not until 1930 that savings
and loan leaders found a champion for their eause in the person of Hsrhert
Hoover* who* during his oampaign for the presidency* pledged to sponsor
legislation "looking toward a regional hanking system to promote home
2
finaneing*"
Veanwhilo* eonditlons in the hems financing fisild were becoming In¬
creasingly eritioal because of the general eoonomio distress in all re¬
lated areas* Sow additional long-term funds were necessary if a
ooi^lete breakdown of the hew financial structure was to he averted*
On Deoeiiiber 8* 1931* in his stsssage to Congress on the state of the
union* the President reoonmended passage of the How Loan Bank Act* The
following year the How Loan Bank System was^established by Congress to
1
The Federal How Loan Bank Board* Background and History of the




sanm three mjcr purposes, as stated be loir, (l) To provide for ample
flcnr of home finanolng funds for the purchase and eonatruetion of homes.
(2) To provide liquidity for savings in home flnanolqg institutions so
as to enoourage the oonfidenoe of the publle in suoh institutions which,
in turn, would attract a greater flow of savings available for financing
homo ownership. (3) To provide a means by which surplus funds of member
institutions in one part of the country eould be made available to members
1
of the system in other parts of the country.
Described very briefly, the Federal Hama Loan Bank System consists of
tbs Home Loan Bazxk Board, which is eonposed of three members appointed by
the President with the consent of the Sezuite, eleven Federal Hosie Loan
l
Banks strategically located in eleven districts throughout the United States
and 4,108 members, twenty-three of which are savisogs banks and three of
which are insurance companiesj the remainder are savings and loan assooi-
2
ations. The Home Loan Bank Board, under statutory authority, supervises
the Federal Hone Loan Banks, clmrters and supervises Federal savings and
loan associations, and operates the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporatioa which insures the accounts of savings and loan associations.
The Board is one of tbs constituent agencies of the Housing and H<»»
Finance Agency, created under the President*s reorganisation plan number
three, adopted, July 27, 1947. Otbsr constituent agencies in the Housing
I
and Homs Finanoirg agency are the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) and
the Public Housing Administration (PHA). The Chairman of the Home Loan
1
American Savings and Loan Institute, op.eit., p. 528.
2
United States Savings and Loan League, op. eit.» p. 62.
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Bank Board is a nonber of ths board of direetors of the Federal National
Nortgage Assooiation (FNMA)f through this post he helps to oo'>ordinate
the polieies of his organisation with the Federal National Mortgage
1
Assooiation's operations as a secondary narket for home mortgages*
In establishing polieies, issuing regulations, and supervising the
aetivities of the units under its authority, the Board is assisted by the
Federal Savings and Loan Advisory Council, in which each of the h<»te loan
bank districts is represented and through which the Board is kept up to
date on current trends and conditions in the field* The Council meets
2
twice a year or more often, if requested by the Board.
Ths Federal Home Loan Banks serve as reserve banks for eligible homo
financing institutions* The management of each of the regional banks is
vested in a board of twelve directors, four of which are appointed by the
Home Loan Bank Board for a term of four years (known as public interest
direetors) and eight of whidh are elected by member institutions for a
term of two years.
The income of the district banks is used te pay divideids on oapital
stock owned by meabers, interest on deposits, expenses of operation, semi¬
annual Issessmsnts to cover the costs of the Homs Loan Bank Beard iand to
set aside amounts in reserves* Section sixteen of the Federal E<HBe Loan
Bank’Act requires that each district bank put tweUby per cent of its net
earhings into a reserve twice a year, and that it shall keep on doing so
American Savings and Loan Institute, op* eit*, p* S32*
2 ■ , . .
Ibid*, p* 534*
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until tte ruserre uqtals on« hundred per eant of p«id in capita !• After
that only fire per cent of net aarniaga need he allocated to the legal
I
reserTo semi-annmlly*
Further am lysis of the System arill roToal how it aohioTes tbs pur¬
poses for which it was estahlished. The Federal Home Lean Baxtks funetion
as reserve hanks for memher institutions* which in turn* finance home oon-
strmtion and ownership. They provide additional liquidity to hmie-
finaneing institutions hy making loans w advances availahle to them as
they have needs for funds* Each Home Loan Bank is authorized to make
long term advances to its memhers upon the security of home mortgages or
upon direct or fully guaranteed obligations of the United States* If the
home mortgages are seoured hy the Federal Housing Administration* the
advanoes may he up to ninety per cent of the unpaid principal of the mort¬
gage lean* The Home Loan Banks may also make unseeured advanoes to its
memhers to provide additional liquidity as shown in ths Consolidated
Statement of Condition on page 21* Institutions which are not memhers of
the System* if engaged in hmn mortgage finanoe and if suhjeots to super¬
vision of a governmental agency* may borrow from ths Hmw Loan Bank of
its area on terms and eonditions which are no more liberal than these
applioahle to members* By obtaining loans or advanoes from Federal Homs
Loan Banks* savings and loan assooiations are able to liquidate a high
peroentage of their funds idiioh have been frozen in heme mortgage loans*
Bence* they are able to meet promptly their withdrawal demands* Obviously*
1
The Federal Homs Loan Bank Board* federal Hqibb Loan Bank Apt (Wash¬
ington* 1952)* p* 15*
2
Amerioan Savings and Loan Institute* op» eit.* p* 538*
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this imspires pul>lie eonfidiene* aiid attract* saTings*
The Federal Hone Loan Banka aaaembl* aurplua funia ef aaioiber inati*
tutiona ao that they aiay he ahifted to area* whieh have a defielemoy of
ftinda* Aa indioated in the Statenent of Conditiena, theae hahka offer
two typea of depoait faeilitiea* nanely, denand depoaita, an! tine
depoaita* A Federal Home Lean Bank nakea a depoait in another regional
hank when there ia a aurplna of funda in one area and a demand for. funda
in another area* Through the deriee of inter•hank depoaita a geographical
equalising of aupply aM demand of funda ia poaaihle orer a wide area*
Other aouroea ef funda for the regional banka are (l) capital atock* and
(2) bonda* notea or debentorea iasusd the banks and generally sold to
investors in the open market*
Each member of the Federal Home Loan Banks is required by statute to
own stock in auoh banks in a minimtoa amotmt equal to two per eent of the
aggregate of the unpaid principal amount of such member's home mortgage
loans and similar obligations* but not less than |500*00* A borrowing
member must at all times cern stock in its regional bank in aa amount equal
at least to one-twelfth of the principal amount of adranoes it owes such
bank* but net leas than the minimum requirements set forth abowe*^
The Federal Home Loan Beak System sells its notes or debentures
through a eountry-wide organisation of inrestment bankers and small local
dealers* C^nteroial banks are the principal iawestors in their obligations
although some are purchased by life insurance eonqpanies* mutual saTlngs
1
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banks and saTli:g8 anl loan assoeiations.^ In antloipation of tbs
pessibllitlos that In an omargoncy period, it nay be diffieult to sell
Home Loan Bank obligations, the United States Treasury !haa been-
authorised to purefaase suok obligations in amounts up to one billion
dollars. They are not, hoawrer, guaranteed by the United States Gorern*
ment as to eitbsr principal or interest. Tha total Tolume outstandin^g is
limited to tnelne tines tfae total paid in capital stock, and legal reserre
of the eombined banks.
Under the lair, eaoh of the elaten regional banks eould issue its enm
bonds or debentures, but issuance of oonsolidated obligations of the
2
eleren banks has been thO' rule.
To provide sose idea of the sources and use of funds for the Homs
Loan Bank System, there folloas in Table 8 a oonsolidated statement of
s
condition for the system as of Beoember 31, 1953, compared with December
81, 1952.
The most noticeable change for the year of 1953 as reflaeted in the
Consolidated Statemsnb of Condition of the Federal Home Loan Banks is the
inclination on the part of the members to use the banking services offered
by the system. This trend is best illustrated by tbs oontlnued groirth in
the account, Usmbcrs* Ueposits.
The federal savings and loan insurance corporation.— Title IF of the
national Housing Act of 1984 (the act creating the Federal Housiz^ Admini¬




The Federal Hcaoe Loan Bank Board, The Federal Home Loan Bank System
(Washington, 1952), p. 25.
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TABLE 3
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CONDITION
FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANES
iz/zi/ss U/Z1/5Z
Assets
Cash 1 44*419*206 3 42*892*159








Other Assets 4.206.313 3.684.320
Total Assets 11*387*617*554 3 1*221*702*022
Liabilities
Members* Tims Deposits 1 470*554*263 1 352*605*194
Members' Demand Deposits 87*891*514 67*055*922
Total Deposits . 658*446*777 419*661*116
Consolidated Obligations 413*500*000 445*050*000
(net)a





1 368*523*650 3 315*487*875
Legal Reserve 19*602*070 17*460,692
Reserve for Contingenoies 3*158*763 4*831*260
Undivided Profits 14.754.643 12.120.930
Total Capital 3 406*039*126 3 349*900*757
total-liabilitibs and capital 1 1*387*517*554 3 1*221*702*022
(*- Conaolidatod Federal Home Loan Bank obligations issued by the Homo
Loan Bank Board and now outstanding ari the joint and sereral obligations
of all Federal Homs Loan Banks* Tl» amounts shown represent the. total
unmstured obligations* less amounts* if any* aoguired in the open market
and held by one or more Federal Home Loan Banks*).
Sources The Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
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Insuranc* Corporation* It was pattarned after the then newly set up
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation* Both resulted from an effort to
protect the hanking structure following the hanking crisis of 1933* From
tfaa outset the FSLIC was onvisioned as an instrument for applying the
principle of insurance against loss to the sawings accounts in sawings and
loan institutions* Two major ohjeotiwes were in sights First* with
reocgnltlon of the. important role plaj/ed hy sawings and loan associations
in the oxtention of credit to home onners* it was expected that gowern-
msnt insurance of accounts would accelerate the flow of sawings into these
institutions* thus prowidiqg an increased supply of funds to he channeled
into h(»Be financing actlwities* Second* guarantee of sawings in sawings
institutions would help to stahllize the financial structure of the
2
economy*
In 1949* hy act of Congress* the ownership of the capital stock of the
FSLIC (|100*000*000) was transferred from the HOLC to the Treasury of the
TTnited States* The Corporation is also authorized to horrcsr |750*000*000
from the Secretary of the Treasury* On Jutae 1950, the President of tiie
United States signed a hill directing the Corporation to retire annually
3
capital stock equal to fifty per-cent of its incoms for each fiscal year*
In the same year Congress raised the mas^lmum oowerage of both insurance
corporations (FSLIC and FDIC) from the original |5*000 te #10*000 per
T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
The Homs Loan Bank Board* Tte Prowisions of the national Housing Act*
Relating to Federal Sawings and"Tean insuranoe Corporation ^Washington,
2* ^ *
United States Sawings and Loan League* op* eit*. p* 66*
AoocrcHng to tha United States Sawings and Loan League* net inoosB for
1953 amounted to #17*262*045* It is estimated that all of Idis gowernaeat*s
inreatnent will be retired before I960*
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inrestor*
llsatership la FSLIC is oompulsory for Federal saTiogs and loan assooi*
atlons and optional for state chartered assoolations. Memher institutions
must haTe unimpaired capital and must operate under safe financial polioies
and management•
Annual premium charges amount to one-tmelfth of one per cent of ths
total insured accounts and creditor obligations of member associations.
Bren though an account may be in excess of llO.OOO and only partially
covered by insurance, insurance premiums are based upon ths full amount of
the account. This assessment will continue until the insurance fund
amounts to five per cent of the total liabilities which ths Corporation
has insured. Additional premium charges may also be assessed to meet
possible losses too large for the fund to absorb. In any one year, how¬
ever. thsss extra assessments may not exceed one-eighth of one per cent of
the insured accounts and credit obligations of the association.^
If an insured institution defaults, ths public authorities, either
federal or stats, talas charge of it for reorganization or liquidation,
the insurance becomes operative and the (FSLIC proceeds to carry out the
provisions which guarantee the safety of ths funds invested up to
llO.OOO for each investor. These funds may be returned in either of two
waysx (l) by eeshf (2) by making available to each insured member a
transferred account in anotimr insured institution In: an amount equal to '
to the i33sured account of such insured member. In actual practice, ths
1
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Corporation aonatimos simply makes a contribution to the reserve of the




Only stats chartered associations may voluntarily terminate its
insurance. The Corporation may terminate the insurance of a state-
chartered association if it violates any provisions of Title IV of tbe ^
National Housing Act, as amended, any of the aeecaapanying rules and
regulations, or any agreement into which the association has entered with
the Corporation. In either case, these accounts that were insured on the
date of termination oontinue to be insured for a period of two years pro¬
vided, however, that irhen withdrawals are made, the iitdividual aoeount
insurance is reduced by that amount and no funds placed in the account
after tenaiimtion date will be insured. Within thirty days after the date
of termisaation, the association must pay a final insurance premium equal
to twice the last annual premium paid by it, and must also give prompt
notice to all insured members that its insurance has been terminated. If
any federally chartered association violated any of the various provisions
mentioned above, it nay have its eharter withdrawn by the Board, after
which its insurance may be terminated.
Table 4 indicates the growth and insurance'eoverage of the FSLIC since
its inoeption. While the total number of all savings and loan associations
has continually deereased since 1935, the total number of insured associ¬
ations has presistently increased. At Hit end of 1953, more than fifty-five
1
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1935 10,534 818 774 44 9,716 5,875 421
1936 10,256 1,336 1,099 237 8,920 6,772 915
1937 9,768 1,766 1,268 488 8,072 5,682 1,427
1938 8,951 2,014 1,336 678 6,937 5,632 1,978
1939 8,328 2,170 1,383 787 6,158 6,597 2,339
1940 7,738 2,235 1,421 814 5,503 5,733 2,709
1941 7,207 2,313 1,452 861 4,894 6,049 3,160
1942 6,806 2,374 1,464 910 4,432 6,150 3,461
1943 6,511 2,428 1,468 960 4,083 6,604 3,881
1944 6,299 2,461 1,465 996 3,838 7,468 4,584
1945 ‘<.6^193 2,471 1,465 1,006 3,692 8,747 5,550
1946 6,114 2,496 1,471 1,025 3,618 10,202 7,319
1947 6,064 2,536 1,478 1,058 3,528 11,687 8,647
1948 6,021 2,616 1,485 1,131 3,405 13,028 9,734
1949 5,993, 2,766 1,508 1,248 3,237 14,622 11,305
1960 5,947 2,860 1,526 1,334 3,087 16,486 13,691
1951 5,936 3,020 1,649 1,471 2,916 19,164 16,204
1952 5,941 3,172 1,681 1,691 2,769 22,700 19,656
1953 6,000 3,304 1,604 1,700 2,696 26,625 23,593
*
HumlMrs for yt«r prsTious to 1946 are oa fiscal year basis ondiag Juac
SO* Othsr Busibsrs ars for calendar year ending December SI*
Source* Federal Hons Loan Bank Board*
per ceab of all saTings and loan associations srers insured| about fifty
a
par cenb of tdie insured associations «ere federally chartered for which in¬
surance is mandatory* At tbs end of 195S* total assets of insured associ¬
ations amounted to 88*52 per cent of tbs combined assets of all assoo lations*
This suggests that the 2,696 stats-chartered uninsured associations in Him
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United States at the end of 1953, nere, en the arerage, smaller than the
3,304 whioh were insured.
The Corporation's ineome is derired from two souroest annual premium
payments and eeurnings of Crovernment securities which constituted approxi¬
mately ninety-seven par cent of its assets at the end of 1953. In con-
nection with thirty-six insurance cases, its losses have equaled to only
three per cent of-accumulated income since .1934,
The federal savings and loan system,— Within the Home Loan Bank System
is the Federal Savings and Loan System which is composed of Federal savings
and loan associations. Authority for the establishment of the system was
created by Congress in the Home Owners' Loan Corporation act of 1933, This
law provides that Federal associations may be established either by the
granting of new charters to local organizing groups or by conversion of
existing state chartered associations to Federal associations. The under¬
lying purpose of the legislation was to "meet a long existing need in many
communities for adequate thrift and home financing facilities by providing
for local institutions throughout the country that would operate on a uni¬
form plan incorporating the best practices and operating principles of
savings institutions specializing in the financing of homes,"
Since its inception in 1933 the Federal Savings and Loan System has
grown remarkably. At the end of 1952 there were 1,581 Federal assobiationst
in operation with aggregate assets of 111,762 million. Of these, 689 with
aggregate assets of |4,706 million were assooiatipns organized^as new.
1
United States Savings and Loan League, op, cit,, p, 68,
2
Home Loan Bank Board, Federal Savings and Loan Associations, What
they are,,,and How Charters are Granted (Washington, 1953), p, 1,
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P«d9r«ls* while 892 with total assets of 17,056 millioa wszw ooirrerted
assooiations. The aggregate assets of all Federal savings and loan
associations at the end of 1952 represented over one-half of the total
1




SAVIHGS ADD LOAH ASSOCUTIOHS IH TEE PERSONAL SAVINGS ICAREET
Personal sarlBg - (eomposltlon).*- The Departmeht of Conmaree defines
personal saring as "the excess of personal inoone OYer personal eonsonption
expenditures and personal tax and non^tax payments. It eonsists of the ‘
current sayings of indiyiduals (including aimers of uliineorporated husinesses.
non-profit institutione^iprirate pension, health, nelfare and trust funds.
Personal saring nay he in such forms as changes in cash and deposits,
security holdings, indehtness, and reserres of life insurance ecmpanies and
mutual sayings institutions, the net inrestment ef unincorporated enter-
1
prises, and the acquisition of real property net of depreciation.*
The Securities and Exchange Commission estimates "total liquid saring*
and "total gross saring* hy indiriduals in the United States. The Depart¬
ment of Commerce's estimates .of.."personal saring" include the following
items not included with the Securities and Exchange Commission's estimates
ef "liquid saringt" housing-net of depreciation, unincorporated business
and farm items such as net plant, and equi|HBent, changes in net receirables
and changes in inrentory. Gorernment insurance is excluded frtna C(»ameree
2
saring but included in Securities and Exchange Coimnission's saring.
Among the important adjustments made to put the Securities and Exchange
V. . ' . ' : '
1
United States Department of Commerce, National Inowiie, A Supplement to
the Surrey of Current Business (Washington, 1954;, p. 60. ^
2
The Securities and Exchange Commission, Volume and Coaiposltion of In-
diriduals* Saring, Statistical Series Number 1^80 tWashington. 1954). n. 2.
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Coomiatien** •stinatea of "total groaa aaTlng" om tfaa aama basia aa tho
Commsreo's estimatea of "peraoxial aavlng" aro tha addition to tho
Soeuritias and Exehango Commiaaioa'a oatinatM of ehaagea in aolooted
itena of ontroproauerial aaaetaand liahilitioa« and tho deduotion from
SEC*a oatimatoa of expenditures on oonaumera* durable goods, depreeiation
on residences, and iaoreases in government insurance and pension reserves.
Then the SBC'a definition of individuals* saving is basically the same as
1
that followed by the Department of Cojoaeree.
ik more reatrieted eoneept of individuals' saving is the aeleeted items
of the Federal Homo Loan Bank Board. This series covers the amount of
individuals* saving represented by investment or deposits in aeleeted types
of savings media (see Table B).
Measurement of savingSaving of an oeon(»io group can be measured
either from its national ineome aoeeunt or from its balance sheet. The
Department of Conmeree utilises the Ineome-aeeount approach in deriving
personal saving according to the following formulat
Disposable Personal Ineome
Least ‘ Personal consumption expenditures
2
Bqualst Personal saving
Tho Seourities and Exchange Commission estimates Individuals' saving
from balance sheet data as theHtifferenoe between increases in various i
asset itesw and decreases in liabilities. If the two agencies use the
1
Irvin Friend, Individuals' Saving, Volume and Composition (lew York.
1964), p. S4. ^ ^ ^ ^ I.;.,,-"
Z
United States Department of Commerce, op. tit., p. 164. .
so
g«M daflKition, thair ••tlnatas would bo proetieally idontloal, oxoept
tae statlstioal digorep«aoy« rogardlosa ^ho aothed oii^leyed.
Although they do not onploy the goBO defiBition, odjustnontg say be made
to put their oetlBateg on the eanw baele* ae indioated' In Table 6»
Beeauae the Seourltiee and Exchange Commiggion'e estimatee are broken
down into rarioug forne aeoording to the diepoeition of "personal earing"
by indiriduals over a period of tine, they lend themselres at least to an
approximation of the "institutional" personal saringe market. The amount
of earing in earings and loan aeeooiatione ie also giren, therefore their
1
relatire position in this market can be determined. SEC itemises iztdiridual
earing aeoording to the following forms which also ref loot tte eomposition
of indiridual earing at the end of asqr period of time eorerod by the
estimate I
Saring by IndiTidualS'in the United States
(Ineludes unineorporated business saring
of the type specified)
Type of Saring
1. Currency and bank deposits
a. Currency
b. Demand deposits
e. Time axtd sarings deposits




4. Seouritiss* after deducting change in bank loans made for
the purpose cf purohasisag or carrying securities.
a. U. S. sarings bonds
b. Other U. S. Oorernments
d. Corporate and other
5« Liquidation of mortgage debt - mortgage debt to institutions
on cne»to four-family non-farm dwellings.
1
TIm Securities and Exchange Commission, op. eit.» p. S
31
6» Liquidatioa of deist aot elsewhere elessified • largely
attributable to purehases of automobiles and other durable
oensumers* goods, althmigh inoluding soos debt arising from
purchases of eonsui^tioii goods* The ether segments of in-
diwiduals* debt hare been allooated to the assets to whioh
they pertain, Tis*, saving in insurance and seourities* =
Total Liquid Saring (/)
1* Non-farm dwellings - construction of one- to four-family non¬
dwellings less nst acquisition of properties by non-indivl-
dualsj also includes a small amount of oonstruotion of non¬
profit institutions
2* Other durable consumers* goods*
Total Gross Sawing
Defieieneles of data*— Regardless of the xMthod of measurement
eaiq>leyed, sawing is simply the difference between inoome and oonsuiiq>tioa*
As indicated abore, it may be in a wariety of forms, including an increase
in cash or seeuritiss, additional insurance, a reduction in debt, or net
inwestmsnt in durable goods* Sawings, as defined by the Departiosnt of
Commerce and SBC, is not a spendable residual in the sense that it neces¬
sarily adds to the indiwiduals* liquid assets awailable for consumption
expenditures, or institutional innrestment* This is true because part of
the disposable personal income sawed diiring a period of time may hawe been
inwested by the same group of persons in other types of investment outlet*,
or placed in non-liquid assets prior to the end of the period*^ Thus, it
cannot be said truthfully that the amount of personal sawing as estimated
by the Department of Conmerce'or SEC could hawe been attracted to certain
sawings media* Sawings and lean associations, as ether institutions, did
not hawe a ehanoe te attraot much of this sawing beeause the sawers them-
selwes may not hawe identified part of their total sawing, as sawing*
1
Irwin friend, op* elt*, p* 51*
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For th» purposo of this Analysis* another defioieney of the aTsilahla
data on the toIubw and eonposition of personal saring is the inability
to separate satisfactorily* the sa-riiags of iadiTiduals in business (i.e.
oimers of unincorporated enterprises) frcm other individuals* or to
separate the saving of an individual tied up in his business from his
personal saving outside the business* One of the orities associated vith
this issue states that "saving is not a. suasnatlon of even reasonable hosto-
geneous coaponents* either in terns of the population of deoision nakers
who do the saving or in terns of the relevance of the definition of saving
to the notivation of the savers*" Beferenoe is made particularly to the
treatment of enterprenuers of unineorporated enterprises (both fara and
non-farn) as individuals* and eontraotual versus non*contraetual oomponsnts*
The oritie further states that the inolusioa of life insuranoe premiuns as
saving has to some extent inflated saving* beeause life insurance premiums
as noil as payments on mortgage principal are not only eontraotual but may
2
even be regarded as expenses rather than saving*
Before a definition is devised to fit this analysis* perhaps a distinct*
ion should be made between saving and investment* Saving adds to the in¬
dividual's equity or net north position at the time it oecurs} investiimnt
usually adds to one form of asset by deereasing seme other asset or
inoreasing some liability* and does not. normally add to an individual's net
worth* until earnings have been realised on such investment* While an
1
James N* Morgan* "The Structure of Aggregate Personal Saving*"




exoees of iaeoBio orer eonsumptioa is saviog* and doos indieato inoroasad
aqulty or not arorth, an Inoroaso In any asset suoh as results from la»
▼ostmant, or a doeline in any liability is not in itself saving, sinoe
1
it may be offset by changes la other assets and liabilitiss. It is only
the net result of these ehanges in assets and liabilities which can be
regarded as a measure of saving. Therefore, for a single investor, saving
may be only a small proportion of ai»i may not be itifluenoed at all by his
investment.
The personal saving markat,»«> The preceding disoussioa indioates that
the saving estimates of the Department of Commerce and the Seeurities and
Exchange Commission Inelude many items which are not capable of being do*
posited in saving institutions. Therefore, in order to determine the
extent of the personal savings market, as viewed by savings institutions,
it is neoessary to segregate the amount of liquid saving which may be
invested in seleeted t2^s of savings media, depending upon the ohoiees of
the holders, from the amount which has been committed to the liquidation of
debt, Although there may be oontraetual elements in oldier forms of saving,
suoh as payment of insurance premiums, these are commitments to save rather
than to liquidate debt. Short of contractual savings, other savings are
committed even before they are earned. For example, the purchase of United
2
States savings bends on the payroll deduction plan.
Although the extent of the personal savings market, as viewed by various
savings institutions, may be confined to total liquid personal savings
' ■ ' — .Ml .11 .1 ii.i I I Ill ' I. , „ .1 ' r ■ i, f I
1
Irvin Friend, op, eit,, p, 67,
2
United States Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business
(Washington, Januery, 1955), p, 22,
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not pledged to debt* this-conception is yet too broad for precise Analysis*
Looking book oTer the years since 1929* it may be confined to the amount of
liquid personal savings erhioh was actually invested in selected types of
madia*^ True* muoh of the liquid personal saving in other forms could
have been easily converted into cash (for example* corporate securities)
and deposited in savings institutions* ^hen* the amount of personal
savings represented by deposits in savings institxitions could have been
more than it actually was in each of the years since 1929* It should be
remembered however* that the amount of personal savings in .various forms
reflects not only conditions in the money market but also risk and relative
earning rates on various types of investments*
The relative position of savings and loan associations in the personal
savings market*-- To reiterate* personal saving is the amount of liquid
saving (money and near money) of persons in the United States which is
not pledged to the payment of debt* It is their tmimpaired liquid net worth,
that is* the excess of liquid assets over total liabilities* The total
amount of personal saving represented by investment in various types of
saving media which ere customarily the "receivers" of saving as defined
above* oonstitutie's the extent of the personal savings market*
Using available data on liquid saving we shall establish the position
of savings’ and loan assoolations in this personal savings market* In Table
5, we have total liquid saving as given by the Securities and Exchange
1
Selected media include savings and loan associations* mutual savings
banks* life insurance ecnnpanies* eanmercial banks* United States Savings
Bonds and Postal Saving*
S5
Conmission* This series hcnreTer* includes two items which fall outside
our definition* They are "liquidation of mortgage debt" and "liquidation
of debt not elsewhsre classified" (see pages SO ~ 31 of this chapter).
Data on the basis of our definition are not available* Therefore* keeping
our definition in mind we shall use data collected according to a definition
which is closest to ours*
SEC*s series on total liquid saving begins in 1933* In that year
liquid saving was negative* It rose to a level of 3*28 billion dollars in
1938* fluctuating violently from year to year between this .period* Sight
away we see that liquid saving is very volitile * Liquid saving Jtutped X
from 4*24 billion dollars in 1940 to 10*52 billion dollars in 1943 and to
an all time high of 41*41 billion dollars in 1944* Then it declined* on
an order similar to the increase* to a low of 1*71 billion dollars in 1950
from which it rose to 14*36 billion dollars in 1952* Durix^ the war period
two main factors account for the voluminous amount of liquid saving (l) the
vast increase in disposal personal income* and (2) the checks on consumption
expenditures* including government controls and scarcities*
How did savings and loan associations rats in this trend of liquid
saving? We note that even though liquid saving was negative in only one
year (1933) in the series* saving in savings and loan associations was
negative up to 1938* This means that people were drawing more from savings
and loan associations than they were putting in* After the trend reversed*
the amount of the year's liquid saving in savings and loan associations did
not reach the one billion dollar mark until 1945 after the height of the
liquid saving series had been reached* An inverse relationship is re¬
flected for the next five years* then the two series increase together*
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In this liquid ssTlng market• savings and loan associations mads a very
poor showing up to 1945, after which a gradual increase in their share of
saving moderately enhanced their position* In 1952, the increase in
saving in savings and loan associations accounted for 21*87 per cent of
the total year's total liquid saving;*
In Tahle 5 we also have the total amount of saving in selected types
of saving media. Including savings and loan associations. Total saving in
savings and loan associations is also given separately* The percentage of
total saving represented by saving in savings and loans associations eonsti
tutes their relative position in this "institutional" personal savings
market in each of the selected years*
Total saving in seleoted types of media declined from 47*6 billion
dollars in 1929 to 41*5 billion dollars in 1933 and then constantly in*
creased until a high of 216*4 billion dollars was reached in 1953* Total
savizig in savings and loan associations declined from 6*3 billion dollars
in 1930 to 4*1 billion dollars in the three years ending with 1939, and
then constantly increased to a high of 22*9 billion dollars in 1953* Total
saving in selected types of media increased more than four and one*half
times the 1929 level} saving in savings and loan associations increased
3*7 times the 1929 level.
The data in Table 5 inoioate that savings and loan associations have
not regained the relative position they held in 1929 when; they held 13*03
per cent of total saving in seleoted types*of media* Their share decline
to 5*23 per centof the total in 1944 and 1945 and increased to 10*58 per
cent at the end of 1953* This suggests that either they lost more than a
proportinate share of total saving than the other saving media or their
share has not increased at a rate which would maintain l!hstt>ealtlqhithath'.t
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thoy held in 1929. In other words, one or nore of the seleotsd sawing
media hawe enhanoed their position partly at the expense of sawings and
loan assoeiations.
Table 8 indioates hair much eaoh of the saleeted sawing media has
drawn from the total net sawing in each of the years sinoe 1929* Sines
1959 personal sawing represented hy inwestnent in seleeted types of media
has inereased persistently* The greatest increase (25*7 billion dollars)
was registered in 1944, after which Idie net inorease deelined to 6*1
billion dollars in 1951 and rose more than 100 per cent by the end of 1955*
Postal sawing has not drawn a significant amount of the total net in¬
crease in any year since 1929* In 1947, postal sawing amounted to 3*4
billion dollars* Sinoe that year, it has registered a loss in eaoh year,
amounting to a billion dollars at the end of 1955*
United States sawings bonds entered the market in 1955* In the decade
of the 1940*s, 1^ public's holding of sawing bonds inereased by 54*5 billion
dollars* In the war years (1941-1945) sawings bonds absorbed an awerage of
more than fifty-fiwe per cent of a total inorease of 81*7 billion dollars*
In recent years, hewewar, more sawings bonds hawe been cashed than bought*
Sinoe these two public sawing media hawt shown a decrease in recent years,
the relatiwe gains.of the four' priwate institutions ean be better ebserwed
in these years* We nota that in 1953 life insurance attracted the greatest
portion (4*4 billion dollars) of the 12*5 billion dollar increasej sawings
and lean associations, second (3*7 billion dollars)| eommareial banks,
third (2*9) 1 and mutual sawings banks, fourth (1*8 billion dollars)*
Looking over the entire period, ccmmerclal banks attracted the greatest
amount of sawing in the four year period of 1945-1946 than any of the
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priTato inatltutlons. Hat equity in life insuranoe oompanias has in¬
creased in each of the years since 1929, eeen during the depression years*
With the.exception of the three year period 1940-1942, mutual savings
banks mere first to saxings and loan associations up to 1947 when savings
and loan associations took the lead and in the following year beoano second
Only to life insurance ooi^aaies*
Shift In the forme of accumnlated saving*— One of the most striking
features of the entire period since 1929 has been the growth in volume of
savings flowing to specialised savings institutions* By the end of 1953,
the American people held about 156*3 billion dollars of their savings in
the form of savings deposits with mutual savings banks, and in savings de¬
partments of commercial banks, in unpledged share accounts in savings and
loan associations, and in net equity in life insurance policies* This
amount represents mors than three times ths volume of savings held by these
institutions at the end of 1929*^ Evidence indicates that ths volume of
savings in the above msntioned savings media has grown mcsre rap^ly than
the level of people's income, or the total volume of their liquid savings.
There are masor reasons for this basic and persistent shift in the form
in which people desire to hold their saving* The most is^ortant are found
in the progressive evolution of the economy itself*; In the development of
an industrialised money economy* the rapidly increasing urban population
could protect Itself against the growing hasards of life only by accumu¬
lating a back log of money out of its pest and current earnings in order to
purchase ths goods and services it would need if unemployment, accident.
1
United States Savings and Loan League, op* eit*, p* 14*
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ill health or death should strike the household* lloireorer* with rising
ineomes and improved standard of liring for the hulk of the population*
increasing amounts of savings have hsen made by groups who have neither
the oapaoity nor the desire to invest their own aooumulated funds*^
Coneeivably* sinoe 1929* the population as a whole has been mors seourity .
minded due to experienees during the depression of the 1950*s and is less
disposed to take risk* Since savings institutions offer the public a
relatively risk-free medium for accumulated funds* at interest* these de-
velopnents tend to increase the proportion ef all new savings flowing to
2
these institutions*
Other reasons for the shift in the forms of savings are the re-distri¬
bution of individual income* which increased the relative importance of
savings by lower income groups who consider life insurance* deposits in
savings and loan associations and banks and purchase of Series B bonds
preferable to direct investment in corporate bonds and stock* Also* in¬
crease in eerporate and individual income taxes and individual inheritance
aiad estate taxes have* to simm extent* altered ths savings habits of upper
Inoons groups to the effect that they invest* proportionately* more ef their
8
funds in these savings madia* In addition* the promotional efforts of
private savings institutions have been effective in attracting accumulated
savings*
1
John Lintmr* Mutual Sstvings Banks in the Savings and Mortgage Markets




Irvin Friend* op* cit.* pp, 37-88*
TABLE S
PEHSOHAL SAVniGS ESTDIAIES* lOm SAVINGS IN SELECTED TIPES OF UEDIA,
AND TOTAL SAVINGS IN SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCUTIONS,






































1929 5.05( 4.17 47.6 13.03^ 6.2
1930 4.6 3.41 48.8 12.91 6.5
1931 3.9 2.51 47.1 12.53 5.9
1932 -1.3 -0.65 43.1 12.30 6.3
1933 -1.4 -0.65 3.29 5.16 -.88 -.58 41.5 11.57 4.8
1934 0.2 0.09 6.99 •41 2.47 -.29 43.5 10.34 4.5
1935 3.5 2.08 7.48 1.65 1.69 -.20 45.8 9.39 4.3
1956 5.4 3.61 12.02 3.98 4.29 -.06 48.8 8.61 4.2
1937 5.3 3.74 12.82 4.05 4.00 -.11 5U4 7.98 4.1
1938 1.6 1.05 11.98 •41 3.28 63.3 7.69 4.1
1959 4.1 2.97 13.98 4.04 4.25 .04 56.4 7.27 4.1
1940 5.5 4.20 15.45 5.13 4.27 #20 59.7 7.20 4.3
1941 11.9 n.|i 24.17 11.15 10.52 •86 66.0 7.12 4.7
1942 23.6 27.77 38.37 29.99 29.30 .26 77.7 6.13 4.9
1943 24.7 83.01 46.70 33.71 38.71 •55 96.7 5.69 5.5
1944 25.6 36.93 49.56 35.14 41.41 •81 120.4 5.23 6.3
1945 20.0 28.66 47.08 29.53 37.59 1.06 141.4 5.23 7.4
1946 7.9 12.57 34.46 10.23 13.74 1.18 152.4 5.58 8.5
1947 2.4 4.04 34.20 4.42 6.57 1.20 162.2 6.04 9.8
1948 5.3 10.09 34.54 7.82 2.99 1.21 171.6 6.41 11.0
TABLB^ 6
PERSONAL SAVINGS ESTBUJES* TOTAL SAVINGS BT SELECTED TYPES OF UEDIA,
AND TOTAL SAVINGS IN SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS,








































1949 4,0 7,58 34,83 6,15 2,86 1,51 179,3 6,97 12,5
1950 5,9 12,10 43,54 8,68 1.71 1,51 186,1 7,62 14,0
1951 T.8 17,73 50,60 18,75 11,81 2,10 192,2 8,38 16,1
1952 T,8 18,44 52,64 17,69 14,36 5,14 205,9 9,42 19,2
1953 8,0 20,02 21,20 216,4 10,58 22,9
•Sarings and Loan Associations,. Ifutnal Savings Bei^s, Life Insarano*^ Companies, Conmereial Baidcs,
Tbiited States Savings Bonds and Postal Savings,
Soureet Departaent of Commeroe, Seourities and Exchange Conimission md Dnited States
Savings and Loan League,
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TABLE 6
BET PEHSOBAL SAYING AND SAYING FLONS IN
SELECTED SAYING MEDIA, 1929>1955



























1930 1*2 .1 .6 .9 - .6 ;i
1931 -1.7 - ;4 .5 .6 -1.4 .3
1932 -4.0 - .6 0 .2 -3.9 .3
1933 -1.6 .5 -.4 .1 -1.1 •3
1934 2.0 - .3 •Z 1.1 1.0 0
1935 2.3 - .2 .1 1.4 .9 0
1936 3.0 - .1 .2 1.6 .8 .4 .1
1937 2.6 - .1 .•i 1.4 .7 .5 0
1938 1.9 0 .1 1.4 0 •4 0
1939 3.1 0 .3 1.6 .6 .6 0
1940 3.3 .2 . »% 1.6 .4 1.0 0
1941 6.3 .4 “il 2.4 .6 2.9 .1
1942 11.7 .2 .1 2.2 .2 8.9 •1
1943 19.0 .6 1.1 1.7 2i9 12.4 .3
1944 23.7 .8 2.8 4.9 13.9 .6
1945 21.0 1.1 2.1 8.3 6.2 -7.7 .5
1946 11.0 1.1 1.4 3.2 3.3 1.6 •4
194T 9.8 1.3 .9 3.5 1.8 - 2.2 .1
1948 9.4 1.2 ..7 4.0 •6 3.0 - .1
1949 7.7 1.5 .9 3.4 .3 1.7 - .1
1950 6.8 1.5 .7 3.4 .2 1.3 - .3
1951 6.1 2.1 .9 2.1 1.6 . - .4 - .2
1952 11.7 3.1 i.7 4.1 2.7 - .2
1953 12.5 5.7 1.8 4.4 2.9 - .2 - .1
Sourcet Baited State■ SaYinge and Loaa League*
On thi otter tide of the picture* the expanding credit wave* the intro-
duetldh And promctioa of majer thrift serviees hy the Federal Gorernnent*
including special aa-rings bonds* unemploymenb insurance and tte entire
social seeurity system* railroad retirenesat and otter special pension
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programs, Ilfs iosuranos for Tstsrans and members of the Armed Forces,
and the Postal Savings System, have operated in sone measure to restrict
the flows of savings to the majtr private thrift institutions below irtiat




The extent that these factors have restricted or enhanoe the flow of
savings to savings and thrift Institutions is a matter of eonjeotxire • It
is presurasd to be sufficient to acknowledge their existence and probable
effects upon personal saving.
1
John Llntner , op, elt,, p. 8.
chapter 17
HOME FINANCING AND THE HOME MORTGAGE MARKET
As noted preTlously* savings and loan associations operate in two
markets, namely, the personal savings market and the home mortgage market.
In the last chapter, the personal savings market area was established and
the relative position of savings and loan associations was determined in
this market. From this market savings and loan associations attract
savings and regulate the flow of these funds into the home mortgage Biarket
where they are faced with the home financing activities of the same major
private financial institutions which were active in the personal savings
market. In this chapter the relative position and growth of home financing
institutions in the home mortgage market since 1929 will be discussed, with
special emphasis on savings and loan associations.
The home financing crisis of the 1930*s,-- Horanoe Russell lists eight
weaknesses which he considers to have been major contributors to the home
financing crisis of the 1930*s* (l) The general use of short term mort*
gage loans which had to be financed every few years with high commissions
and financing charges, (2) The general practice of lending only a small
amount on the seourity of the first mortgage which necessitated junior
financing, (3) The general use of lump sum rather than amortized mortgages
which necessitated the borrower repaying the entire amount of the mortgage
at one time or refinancing it, (4) The prevailing high interest rates
generally charged on all such loans,(5) The absence of a sturdy market for
mortgages as a preferred type of instrument, due to lack of facilities for
insuring the repayment of mortgage loans and to the lack of sufficient
number of sound mortgage associations operating on a national basis, which
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would create a market for this type of inatrument* (6) The lack of any
credit faollitiea for home financing} an institution from which such
institutions could borrow in order to meet reasonable withdrawal re*
quest of their investors during times of emergency and to meet the usual
requirements of their borrowers. (7) The lack of any insurance facilities
whereby shareholders and depositors in home-financing institutions might
be .assured of the repayment of their invested funds. (S) The absence of
proper lending and appraisal practices and procedures Und the impossibility
of obtaining uniform co-operative action among thousand of widely
1
scattered local home financing institutions.
Federal aid,— Beginning in early 1930 the Federal government adopted
a variety of aids to private enterprise in the field of home financing.
The first major change which introduced the new era in home financing
affected the maturity of mortgage loans. The Home Owners' Loan Corporation,
in 1933. adopted its standard pattern of maturity dates to fifteen years,
which was later extended to twenty-five years. The Federal Housing Admin¬
istration began in 1934 by insuring loans up to twenty years maturity.
This was later extended to twenty-five years. Under both systems the
monthly payment direot-reddotion loan plans were used. All such contracts
carried prepayment rights, without penalties. Actual maturity periods
2
were shortened materially in many cases.
A second major change to be credited to these governmental agencies
■1
Horance Russell. Housing the Continuing Problem (Washington. December.
1950^. pp, 41 - 42,
2
Henry E. Hoagland. Real Estate Principles (New York. 1949), p. 667,
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was ths gsneral introduction of low intorest rates on hone mortgages* Up
to 193S* interest rates were determined at the local leTel* Because of
the far-flung and widely advertised programs of the^OLC and ths FHA*
mortgage lending has beooBis national in soope* Ths former refinanoed the
home of a resident of a village in the far West at the same rate that it
charged a city dweller in the older East. The latter encourages the in¬
vestment of Eastern metropolitan mox»y in the remotest section of the
country on the sans terms as near charged in ths cheaper mortgage markets*
A third change is the common right of prepayment of loans without
penalty, which /both the HOLC and the FHA have enoovraged. Holders of ooh-
ventioral loans have tended to follow similar practices in recent years*^
Another innovation to the credit of these agencies is the substitution
of one high percentage loan for a first mortgage of a lower pereentage and
a second, if needed to bridge the gap between the owner’s equity and ths
amount of the first mortgage* The standard pattern of the HOLC was eighty
per cent loans* FHA started to insure loans up to eighty per cent of the
appraisal* Later it raised this to ninety per cent in some oases* In a
number of eases it insured loans fer ninety-five per cent of appraisal
value* Then eame the GI home financing program with encouragement of loans
to veterans for one hundred per cent of appraisal value for terms of twenty-
2
five years* Such plans almost drove second mortgages out of business*
Finally, the FHA in particular has been responsible for a form of con¬




Ibid *, p* 569*
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ooraplotsly lacking 'before* In order to reoeive the advantage of mort*
gage Insurance, the borrower is required to meet the terms of FHA* These
izttlude more or less definite standards of location and construction,
adherence to which is a prerequisite to mortgage insurance*^
State legislatiW relief«—» Mortgage debtor relief as it is reflected
in state statutes falls into three general groups* (l) The moratorium
by which the courts are authorised to delay forecolsure proceeding for a
definite period of time expressed in the statute* (2) The eztention of
existing redemption periods* That is the period in which the mortgagor
has the right to redeem his property after the due date of the mortgage
by paying what he owes, including accumulated interest and the expenses
incurred in the foreclosure suit* (S) Ths prevention of abnormally large
deficiency judgements following foreclosure sales, either by sanctioning
tbs fixation of an upset price} below which the property may not 'be sold,
or by requiring the determination of a "fair market value" by the courts
which figiuTO rather than the sale price, must 'be credited on ths judge-
ment *
Sources of home financing*— IThile saving remain today the primary
source of home finanoing, a growing proportion of such savings has flowed
into the home mortgage market via financial institutions* By accepting
funds from numerous individuals, institutional investors have established
a sizeable pool of long term inrestment funds into which new savings are
continually being added and through which funds, obtained frcm the
^bi^*, pp* 667«568*
2
J* Douglas Potoat, "State legislative Sslief for Mortgage Debtors
During the Depression," Law and Co^emporary Problems, ed* David P*
Carver (Duke University Press, 193^), p* 520*
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ropaymsnt of outstanding loans flow into now iznrostuent outlets*
In rare eireunstanoes a buyer may make an outright purchase for cash
of a new or usod house and thereby seouro immediate title to the property
without eneumbranoe. The most frequent arrangement* particularly for new
houses* ixurolves a cash down payment of from ten to fifty per cent* an
immediate oonreyanoe of title* and an advance of funds from a lending
1
institution secured by a first mortgage on the property*
• I ' ’ '
The role of private institutional investors in the home mortgage
market will be illustrated by reference to life insurance eompanies*
oommeroial banks> mutual savings banks and savings and loan associations*
They are not only'the major iBvest<nrs in horns mortgages but from the stand*
point of the home mortgage market* these institutions are more significant
because they are not only engaged in the management of existing portfollios
but aocept and invest a continuing flow of funds* A proper arrangement
of maturities and amortisation schedules in the portfollio of loans will
produce a flow of repayments that is adjusted to withdrawal requirements*
One author states that a mortgage lending institution is like a storage
dam* for it receives a -flow of savings seeking long term investment and
adjust the outward distribution of long term credit to the needs and re*
2
quirements of the borrowers*
The home mortgage market*** A greater portion of the developed areas of
cities is devoted to residential use than to-any ether utilisation* One
1




study finds ths proportion to rsngo around forty par cent of the total
developed area and eighty per cent of the developed area exoluding public
land.^ The hona mortgage suirket is significant not along as the largest
segneht of urban real estate finanqizig but because it plays a large role
in new housing investment and in providing decent housing for the people
of the nation^ So Important is the flow of funds into the housing marloet
that governmental support of the home mortgage market has become more
commonplace*
Ths home mortgage market is but a segment of the money market and forms
an essential link between the general investiasnt market and the housing
market* It is not the perfect market of classical economics for there are
numerous rigidities that hamper its self-regulating mechanisms. Although
the rights and duties of the parties as expressed in the mortgage instrument
are substantially uniform* mortgages are not standardized since each covers
a specific piece of property that requires a separate appraisal of its
value* The market for home mortgages tends to be local with limited
opportunities to dispose of them befcnre maturity* However* both private
and federal agencies have made progress in broadening the market for such
investments*^
1?hile a portion of the mortgage loans granted in the United States has
been arranged by direct negotiation between borrowers and lenders* there are
several types of middlemen functions in the home mortgage markst* Mortgage
cosqpanies generally serve as middlemen between large mortgage lenders* such
1
Ibid * * p * 87 *
2
If. H* Steiner and Bli Shapior* Money and Banking (Hew York* 1952) p*
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•• lasuranoo eoiq>ani«8, aod indiridual borrowers. Virtually all ef their
loans are nade in the eapaoity of oorrespondents* or are intended for
iranediate resale. On the ether side of the picture, mortgage eompanies
frequently work hand in hand with realty eompanies>ittifehei^f«n»eUsteatrtoto
mortgage ooiqmnies for financing j the mortgage company places mortgages
1
with long term inrestors*
It is a peeuliarity of the mortgage market that Interest rates, which
stand as the price of mortgage money, are usually sluggish in moYoment
and such interest rates are determined to a great extent by custom and
tradition. Lenders usually make adjustment to changing market conditions
by varying the terms and conditions of the loans. For example, when there
is a surplus of funds, the property which secures the loan is over-
appraised, thus premitting the lender to offer a larger loan amount with-
3
out exoeeding statutory limitations. imortisation arrangements or pay¬
ments may be liberalised and the length ef the contract may be altered.
The contract Interest rate will vary from the effective rate if discounts
and fees are charged, so that the advertised and recorded rates do not re-
floot the true-price situation. One evidence of an over supply of funds
in the market is the disapperarance of the fees and discounts that are
normally^loaded on borrewers in eonneetion with loan tiunsactions.
George W. UoKinnev, Jr., Residential Mortgage Lenders (Federal Reserve
Bank of Richmond, 1950), p. 44.
2




The slgnifleanoa of Federal Goyernmanli •otlTlty la the home mortgage
narket«— Mortgage guarantees and insurance In recent years have heen
Important factors in the htHoe mortgage market* The lew interest rate*
long amortisation periods* and generally smaller down payments naturally
lead to increases in demand for hcmie mortgage loans* They permit buyers
to enter the market who mould otherwise be unable to purehase housing*
On the supply side* protection of lenders through guaranty and in¬
surance inoreases the supply of eredit aTailabls for hone mortgage loans*
Further affeoting the supply of mortgage funds is the relatively inflexi¬
bility of interest rates permitted under VA and FHA guaranty and insurance*
mien other interest rates are lew* guaranteed and Insured loans are
relatively $ore attractive and a greater flow of insured and guaranteed
mortgage credit is encouraged* Ifhen other interest rates rise* the
maximum rates permitted by VA and FHA becomes less attractive and lenders
are more reluctant to make these loans*
The Federal Hational Mortgage Association purchases of mortgages
encourage the expansion of housing credit in two ways* First* purohasos
of mortgages by FBMA serves to release funds of private lenders which can
be re-invested in new mortgages* Second* to the extent that FIIMA stands ready
to bv^ insured and guaranteed mortgages* a primary lender will be more apt
to expand his purchases of mortgages on the assumption that he will be able
to sell them when pinched for funds*^
Mortgage insurance has ereated a certain amount of liquidity in the
home mortgage market* The insured mortgages tend to become a sort of
1
George W* McKinney* Jr** op* clt.* p, 42*
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secondary rtserr*. UoreoTer. certain types of nortgage institution
make mortgage loans of the insured tyx>e and later transfer them to other
institutions.
the FHA and ths Federal Home Loan Bank System tend to he oompeting
agencies in certain respects. The Federal Homs Loan Bank System aras
organized as a central reserre agency to lend to its meid)ers on home
mortgages as collateral. The necessity of this liquidity function has
been undermined to sorae extent* hy the appearance of the insured mortgage*
which serves as a secondary liquid reserre. In times of financial stress
a savings and loan assooiatioa holding insured mortgages might prefer to
sell them rather than horror from the Hons Loan Bank on its good mortgages
as collateral.^
In summary it may he said that ths Home Lean Banks have tended to make
the home mortgages of their members mere liquid hy making loans available
to members on hcsoe mortgages as collateral. The FHA on the other hand*
has made insured moirtgages liquid in the hands of all mortgagees who hold
them. The FNUA is the first of a type of agency designed to give a market
for insured mortgages.
Residential mortgage lenders.-** It was estimated in 1930 that the total
outstanding debt secured by urban real estate was about thirtyseven billion
dollars* of arfaioh twenty-two billion dollars or about sixty per cent was
represented by loans on urban hcoses. By 1934* the total lurban realty debt
had dropped to approximately eighteen billion dollars with home mortgagees
1
Spurgeon B^n, "Shift in the Sources of Funds for Homs Fixtanoing*"
Law and Contemporary Problems, ed. Pavid F, Carver (Duke University Press*
1938)* p. 616.
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representlic tl2,700 adllion or approxinately fifty-eight per cent* la
1946« urban real estate debt was at a le-vel of about thirty-one billion
dollars and mortgages on 1 - 4 family homes were nearly twenty billion
dollars or about two-third of;total.
Mortgage loans on 1 - 4 family non-farm homes more than doubled in
the fire year period immediately following World War II, inoreasing from
less than twenty billion dollars at the end of 1945 to almost forty-seven
billion dollars at year end 1950, In 1950 alone the increase totaled
7*8 billion dollars. Of the total increase of |27,288 millioB in mortgage
debt on 1 - 4 family non-farm homes from year end 1946 through 1950 (an
increase 139 per cent in mortgage debt) almost a third found its way into
pcartfellios of savings and loan associations which increased their holdings
by 8,349 million dollars to a total of |l3,104 million, commercial banks
were second as suppliers, increasing their loans |6,591 million te
|9,481 million, Tirtually the same amount of lending » 6*134 million
dollars was done by life insurance companies which held 8,392 stillion
dollars of these loana at yaer end 1950, Mutual savings banks provided
almost two.billion dollars of home mortgage funds and held |4,542 million
of horns mortgage debt at year end 1950, Government agencies supplied about
|400 million; individuals end others supplied |3,900 million,
Aoocn'dlng to the Housing Census of 1950, there were approximately
1
Federal Homs Loan Bank Board, Federal Home Loan Bank Review, Vol, 13,
Ho, 2 (Washizgton, Movembsr, 1946), p,
2
George W, McKinney, Jr,, op, eit,» pp, 28-29,
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9,443,000 mortgaged residential non-farm properties in the United States
in Avgust 1950* Owner oooupied properties constituted eighty-eight per
cent of the total, rental properities twslTe per eent,< One dwelling unit
properties were the largest oategoi*y, accounting for eighty-one per cent
of all properties.
The total outstanding debt on all mortgages on residential non-farm
properties in August 1950 amounted to 44.5 billion dollars* Debt on
owner oeoopied properties aooounted for soTenty-slx per eentMiof’the totali
and debt on rental properties for. the remaining twenty-four per cent* Debt
on one dwelling unit properties accounted for the largest portion of the
outstanding debt, sixty-eight per cent* The awerago outstanding debt on
owner occupied properties was |4,100*^
In 1950, the largest number of first mortgages on owner occupied
properties was held by sawings and loan associations* On rental properties,
indiwiduals held the largest number of first mortgages* Federal Housing
Administration insured first mortgages on owner occupied and rental
properties were most freqimntly held by life insurance companies* Veterans
Administration guaranteed first mortgages on owner occupied and rental
properties were most frequently held by sawings and loan associations and
commercial banks* The greatest.portion of conwentienal junior mortgages
was held by indiwiduals, while VA junior mortgages were most frequently
2
held by life insurance eos^anies^
In terms of outstanding first mortgage debt on owner occupied
1
Dnited States Bureau of Census, Housing Census, 1950 (Washington, 1950),
p * JuulVI *
^Ibid*
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properties, savings and loan assoolatlons held the largest amount, 8.8
hllllon dollars, while eonunerolal banks and trust companies were second
with 6,8 billion dollars. On rental properties, the principal holder of
first mortgage debt were life Insurance companies with 2,8 billion dollars
1
and mutual savings bank with 2.8 billion dollars*
Of the outstanding debt secured by junior mortgages on owner occupied
properties, forty-six per cent was on mortgages held by Individuals; on
rental properties seventy-one per cent was on mortgages held by individuals.'
This brings out the fact that individuals are more susceptible to junior
financing than financial institutions* It also reflects the policies of
financial institutions and governmental agencies of encouraging home owner¬
ship In their home financing activities*
Savings and loan associations*— Because of the higher risk loans, many
savings and loan associations suffered severelyiln defaults during the early
parts of the 1930's. Their real estate accounts mounted as the results of
numerous foreclosures* Some associations looked more like real estate
holding companies than lending institutions. By 1935 and 1936 the real
estate holdings of all savings and loan associations in the United States
5
averaged more than twenty per cent of their total assets* Although they
were able to dispose of part of this real estate in subsequent years Toy
selling it on long terms, thereby changing It agclh Into mortgages, at. the.
end of 1939 the amoimt of real estate owned was still in excesa of fifteen
4








op* clt*. p * 443 *
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Mora raoantly^ soma of tha mora prograssiva ssTings and loan asseei*
ations hava adoptad variabla intarast plans* By this is msant that thsy
adjust tha rata of intarast to tha charaotar of tha risk* In tha past
fiftaan yaars savings and loan associations share of rasidantial mortgage
holding has grown from lass than ona*fifth to almost ona-third of tha
total rosidantial mortgage debt*
Life insura nea oompanias*—» Life Insuranoo ooppanias in tha United
States are tha largest raoairars and invastors of long tons savings of in*
dividuals* Ona*fifth of tha total non*farm mortgage 4«1>t, almost one*
fifth of tha not long term oorporato debt and ona*savanth of tha Federal
Govarxmmnt daht outside of banks* was to be found in their oombinad port-
follio at tha end of 1950*^ In tha post war period* life insurance com*
panics hava bean vary active in tha field of mortgage landing* supplying
approximately tha same amount of new rasidential mortgage money as
oommereial banks* Insurance eompanias are tha heaviest purchasers of govern*
mant insured and guaranteed mort^gas* and in recant years have acquired
roughly half of all FHi rasidential mortgages* made or sold* through both
f
direct lending activity and purchases of mortgagas from other landers*
la. gasisral* life insurance eoa^anias hava shown a prafareneo for larger
loans*■^ '
Commercial banks*** The investment activities of eommereial banks differ
in several important respects from those of other financial institutions*
First and most important* eommereial banks have the power to oraata money*
1
George W* McKinney* Jr** op* eit*» p* 34*
^Ibid*
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bonee, they are not limited to a fixed ▼olume of loanable funds at any
one time, assuming that they have suffieient reserves* Seoond, the pre«
dominantly desiand nature of eommeroial banks liabilities gives them
probably the highest liquidity requirements of. any olass of financial
institution* Third, unlike insuranoe ees^anies, savings and loan assoei-
ations and mutual savinga ^anks, their income is fully taxable and the
tax-exempt securities of state and local governments are particularly
1
attractive to them*
During periods of B<»rtgage credit expansion, ocmmercial banks have, in
general but not without exception, tended to increase their investment in
Bcnrtgage loans more rapidly than other financial institutions and to with¬
draw from the siarket more rapidly than other investors daring periods of
2
contraction* There has been in the commercial banking business a long
time tradition that the total amount committed by a bank to real estate
mortgage loans should not exceed the aggregate of the savings deposits and
the capital surplus and undivided profit account of the bank* Demand de¬
posits are expected to be invested in self-liquidating papers afttf making
ample reserve for sash requirements*^
Since 1935, the share of home mortgage loans held by eommeroial banks
' increased from nine per cent to more than twenty per oent of the total, and
1
Henry E* Hoag land, op* eit*« p* 443*
2
Charles H* Sehmidt and Eleanor Stoekwell, '^he Changing Importance of
Institutional Investors in the American Capital Market," Law and Contem¬
porary Problems, ed* Robert Kramer (Duke University Press, 1952), p* 3*
3
National Bureau of Eoonomic Research, Commercial Bank Activity in the
Urban Mortgage Financing, ed* Carl F* Behrens (New York, 1952), p* 28*
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holdings from 1»6 billion dollars in 1935 to 9«5 billion dollars at tho
end of 1950* Commereial banks have become more.active in the residential
t
mcrtgage field largely because of three factors the enormous increase
in their deposlts^ vldespread adoption of the mortised direot reduction
home mortgage loan* and government Insurance and guaranty of FHA and TA
Insured commercial banks in the United States at year end 1950 held
almost a fifth of their gross loans in non-farm resideobial mortgages*
Residential mortgage loans alone equaled ninety per cent of total capital
account and more than twenty-five per cent of time deposits* In 1929 non¬
farm residential loans mads up only 5*5 per cent of commsroial banks* loan
portfollio* and were equal to less than a fourth of capital and a tenth of
2
time deposits*
Mutual savings banks*— More than one-third of time deposits in all
Aamrioan banks are held by mutual savings banks* Hearly all of tlM 530
mutual savings banks are located in Hew England and the Middle Atlantic
statesj almost two-third are located in two states - Massachusetts and Hew
York*
Data for July 31* 1951* showed deposits in mutual savings banks at an.
all time high of 20*457 million dollars* up fifty-seven..million dollars
during the month* Mortgage loans were at a record peak'of 9*059 million
3
dollars and have been growing rapidly despite credit restrictions* In tho
prewar year of 1941* mutual savings banks held about 2*7 billion dollars
1





in mortgages, or fourteen per cent of the total home mortgage debt of the
country. As of 1946, the proportion has dropped to ele-ven per oentj
tavings hanks were lariginating about six per cent of all new mortgages in
terms of dollar toluma•
The l^n terms eustomarily employed by mutual saTings banks are highly
oonserTatiTs. Untile recently it was common practice to accept only lew»
ratio first mortgages due in one to fiwa years and with no proTision tw
amortisation. The failure of mutual saTings banks to liberalise loan terms
to meet the competition of other lenders in the current mortgage market has
resulted in a decline in their inqportanoe as a source of home mortgage
2
credit.
IndlTiduals.»» Before the depression of the 1930's, mortgage loans
were considered a prime inTostment and provided an important outlet for the
cash saTings of many indiTiduals. In many cases the loans were negotiated
directly between the InTestor and the borrower, though in large communities
it was oustoBiary to buy m<»'tgages from banks or mortgage eosipanies, who
either assigned loans that were in their portfollios or acted as brokers in
negotiating the advance.^ This practioe has bsccmie less common following
the depression partly because mortgages as investments hawe lost some of
their prestige and popularity and partly because of the rise of FHA insured
mortgages which may not be purchased by indiTiduals. "Individual”,mort¬
gages are also much less liberal than institutional mortgages.
1





Individual holding of real oatate securities nay be ereated under
other elreunstanoes than by direot lending or mortgage pirehase* A
large share of suoh holdings is undoubtedly in the form of purehase
money mortgages* Suoh arrangements do not represent the investment of
cash savings but are ereated from equities held by the seller or the mort¬
gaged property*
The relative position of savings and loan assooiations in the home
Biortgage market *--• Table 7 is the statistioal basis for this chapter* It
shoos the amount of home mortgage loans outstanding and the types of mort¬
gage lenders* All of the lenders indicated in the table have been speci-
fioally noted in previous discussions* The private institutional lenders
are the area of interest in the follooing paragraphs*
In terms of the total amount of horns mortgages held* the private insti¬
tutional lenders rank in importance from left to right in the table* At
the end of 1953* savings and loan assooiations held 21*042 siillion dollars
worth of home mortgage loans and led the other institutional lenders by a
substantial amount] life insurance companies held second place with 13*000
million dollars; oommeroial banks ran a close third with 12*025 million
dollars and mutual savings banks followed with three hundred and seventy
three million dollars* All of the private Institutional lenders have in¬
creased their holdings considerably in the post war years* Since 1938 all
either maintained their level of mortgage holdings from year to year* or
increased their holdings except mutual savings banks which show a decline
throughout the war* Coramereial banks ranked second only to savings and
loan assooiations and led life insurance cospanies by a considerable amount
until year end 1950* when cemmereial banks fell behind life insurance
60
oompaules by • margin of olghty-nina million dollnra.
Total holdings of tbsso private institutions have Inoreased sinos
1936 from 8,083 million dollars in that year to 53,440 million dollars at
the end of 1953, whlbh is an increase of 6,620 million dollars ever the
year before*
Savings and loan associations held more than one-third of the total
holdings of the four ma^or private institutional lenders in each of the
years since 1932* In that year, their slwre amounted to 44*67 per cent
of the total and has fluctuated beteeen that high and a low of 35*91 per
oent in 1951* The decline pereentage wIm 4s not the result of an absolute
decline in home mortgages held, but rather the result of increasing
relative importance of the other Institutional lenders, which have invaded
the home mortgage market seeking outlets for their funds* In spjite of
increasing oon^etltion, savings and loan associations have increased their
share of the total private institutional holdisags from the low of 35*91
per cent in 1951 to 39*38 per cent at the. end of 1953*
TABLE T
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1932 4.891 1.724 1.887 2.446 10.498 44.67^ 7.000
1935 4.215 1.599 1.707 2.190 8.544 41.26 132 6.700
1954 4.325 1.379 1.450 2.354 9.875 42.80 2.379 6.200
1935 3.127 1.281 1.541 2.089 8.038 38.62 2.897 6.200
1956 3.122 1.245 1.634 2.082 8.083 39.02
^
2.763 10 6.000
1937 8.291 1.246 1.786 2.111 8.434 39.02 2.398 32 6.180
1958 Sa48S 1.616 1.910 2.119 8.782 59.09 2.169 78 6.332
1959 S«tlC 1.490 2.096 2.128 9.330 38.75 2.038 ^157 6.440
1940- 3.919 1.758 2.363 2.162 10.202 38.41 1.956 215 7.144
1941 4.617 1.976 2.672 2.189 11.186 38.88 1.771 234 7.721
1942 4.349 3.366 2.752 2.128 11.484 59.87 1.567 245 6.331
1945 4«S55 1.410 2.708 2.033 11.504 36.86 1.383 79 6.743
1944 4.617 2.458 2.703 1.957 11.715 59.41 1.091 68 6.232
1945 5.156 2.258 2.875 1.894 12.183 42.52 852 43 6.360
1946 6.840 2.570 4.576 2.033 16.019 42.70 636 18 7.040
1947 8.475 8.459 6.303 2.283 20.520 41.30 486 128 7.641
1948 9.741 4.925 7.396 2.835 24.997 39.37 369 374 8.264
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* •lixeludeg trust departments of eosmerclal baz^, real estate bond eompauies* title and mortgage
oompanies, Fhilantropie and Educational &istitutions» Fraternal Organisations* Construction Companies*
eto* * Includes BFC Ifortgage Compaz^* H*. S* Bousing .Corporation* FNMA and FDIC*
Sources Borne Loan Bank Board*
CS&PTBR V
THB SAVINGS AND LOAN BUSINESS
Thora was a tisa wbsn tha field In which sarings and loan associations
ara engaged was called a Bovamart - the huilding and loan moYaaient. Con-
oaiTahly, this was because the savings and loan idea was believed to be
peculiar to economic processes in a capitalistic system* Savings and loan
people* today prefer to call it the savings and loan business* The
following is an analysis of the major aspects of savings and lean associ¬
ations which are the basis for the claim to the title business*
In chapter II* we considered the developmanb of savings and loan
associations la the United States* chapters III and IV dealt with the
relative position of savings and loan associations in the personal savings
and home mortgage markets* bub very little has bean written about the
functional aspects of the savings and loan business* It is believed that
the people who operate tha business know the most about it* Therefore* to
get an idea of the operational characteristics and the overall perforsianoe
of savings and loan associations* collectively we shall rely on the trade
1
organization of the industry - the United States Savixigs and Loan League*
Supervision of savings and loan associations*— SavingC and loan associ*^
ations are financial institutions And in a broadrsanse they are "affected
Savings and Loan Principles* Part 1 and 2 was revised in 1954 by the
American Savings and Loan Institn^e* and deals* for the most* with the
operational side of the business* The Savings and Loan Fact Book* 1964*
which was published for the first tins in 1954* provides statistical informa-
tion on the thrift and home financing business* These sources and ethers
may be obtained upon request from the United Savings and Loan League* 221
North LaSalle Street* Chicago 1* Illinois*
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with • puhlls intorest*” Thay «ra not quasl-publio in the sense that
the Government owns stock or partioipates in the management* They are
qmifi-publie, however, in the sense that the stats or Federal Government
has provided legal arrangements by which groups of citizens can collab¬
orate through the organization of such a financial corporation to achieve
a private purpose of public importance* *
Public policy in the Gnited States has long held that financial insti¬
tutions "affected with a public interest" should be subject to Inspection
or supervision by public officials in order that the public interest might
be served and protected* This policy is reflected in specific legislative
enactments which provide for the organization, incorporation, operation
and management of savings and lean associations, the establishment of the
Hnwii* Loan Bank System and the insurance of aooounts*
Yarlous phases of such supervision have been dealt with in other parts
of this thesis* Suffice it to say hers that the Governmant supervises and
regulates savings and loan associations aoeording to the policies set forth
in the statutes and in rules and regulations having the force of law* While
supervisory authcnrities exercise statutory and restrictive power to protect
the public interest, the general opinion in the savings and loan business is
that they should not assume the role of promoters or dictators of operational
polioiesi the planning and promotion of such policies should be undertaken
by private management*^
Management of Cavings and loan asseoiatiens,— The ultimate right to
1
American Savings and Loan Institute, Savings and Loan Principles. Part
2, p* S76«
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d»tormiB9 polieivs and axeralsa powar la a saTlnga and loaa aasoeiatloa
rasta in Ita naaliars or aeeount holdara. As a praotieal aattar* honraTar,
thasa aenibara aust dalagata authority to diraotors and offlears as in any
,othar fora of eorporata organisation* Thus, tho nambars alaot tha
diraotors) tha diraotors forumlate tha polioias and tha officers carry out
the policies*
Rastriotad only by tha limits of tha law, charter, and by-laws, the
board of diraotors, acting as a group, constitutes tha goTarning body of
the assooiation* The major responsibility of the board of diraotors, as
represantatiwe of tha mambars, is to datarmina tha broad polioias that
should be pursued la the operation of tha assooiation's affairs* Such
polioias usually include dataraination of interest rates to borroirers,
tha disposition of earnings, such as dividends to inrastors and alloca¬
tions to rasarras) savings withdrawal arrangamsxxtst aambarship in tha
Home Loan Bank System, iasuraiMO of aeeounts, and advertising and business
davalopmant* The board is also responsible for determining tha general
loan polioias and for daeiding in what phase of the business eyole the
association should be liberal, eonsarvativa or inaetiva in tha matter of
making loans*^
A further responsibility of tha board of diraotors is to appoint ooa-
mittees aztd to engage eompatant parsozmal to administer the polioias laid
down by the board* The organizational structure for tha imp lamentation of
thasa polioias is more or lass typical of the organizational staff in any
oorporato line of business*
Savings and loan associations as savings institufeions*— Safety,
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•▼allabilityt rats of return and eenrenlenee are the prlnelpal faotore
which the publlo oonelders in determining where they will place their
earings. Undoubtedly« safety ranl^s first in the minds of a great
majority of those who save. Lack of confidence in the safety of sawings
in financial institutions has caused many to hoard their sawixigs, thereby
foregoing incotoe in order to proteot the principal against lossr^hb^
clamor for a postal sawings system, insurance of sawings accounts by
federal agencies| the top preference for gowernment bonds ewer ewery ether
other sawings media, as determined from numerous public p{>inion surweys
1
are all ewidenoes that these who sawe seek safety first. Therefore,
unless the confidence of the sawer can be won and held a flow of sawings
cannot be attracted.
The awerage indiwidual serwed by sawings institutions generally does
not possess a substantial back*log of liquid sawings. His sawings
account is generally his only reserwe against the financial uncertainties
of life. Therefore, it ie natural that he desires his sawings in such
form that they will be awailable without unexpected delay when he desires
to withdrew them. If sawers are unable to withdraw their sawings when
desired, their habits of thrift are destroyed and they lose faith in
priwate sawings institutions. Therefore, it is a prime responsibility of
trustees of sawings te so manage those sawings that they will not only be
safe but awailable upon request.
One of the inducements te sawe is that the earnings thereon will add
to the lndiwidual*s total accumulation of wealth. It has been established.
1
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how0Ter, that tha highest rate of returii« does not itseessarily attract
savers* Other factors guide the saver in the selection of his saviogs
nedia, including the two previously mentioned*
Comrenience is another quality which the public seeks in a savings
institution* To the saver, convenience means a variety of things* To
some it is a matter of location and aeoessibility to the office quarters,
to others eonvenienoe may mean the amount which may be deposited at any
time or the ease with which savings aecounts aiay be opened, added to, or
withdrawn from* Convenience may mean the ease in understanding the
operation of the institution. This convenience means in the aggregate,
ease in doing business. In some instances it may rank ahead of rate of
return and almost as important as safety and liquidity in the selection
of a savings medium.
How that we have oonsidered some major factors which the publie
expects ef a savings institution, let us examine savings and loan assoei*
ations with referenoe to these standards* First, it should be stated that
in its function of encouraging thrift, the savings and loan association of
today aims at serving all types of savings and investment customers*
These include the systematic saver, the casual and Irregular saver and
those who invest accumulated funds for a regular source of income*
Limiting the full development-of savings and lean associations as
savings institutions, however, are those engaged in the business who limit
the amount of savings they will accept from any one individual. Others
limit efforts to attract savings through advertising* Crenerally, restrict¬
ions on the flow of savings reflect the desire on the part ef management
to maintain a eenstant balance between savings volume and home financing
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rolxxm» Thus, whsa leaa toIubs grows the sssoeiatioD*s sawings and
iznrsstmsnt aeoonnts ara promoted to satisfy the loan demand#
Insuranoe of aooounts is hy no means the only:safety factor hehind a
sawings account in a sawings and loan association* Sawings in sawings
and lean assoeiations are inwested primarily in amortised first mortgage
loans secured by residential zwal estate* The bulk of such mortgage
property consists primarily of owner-oooupied* single-family dwellings
which is generally considered to be most desirable of all real estate
loans* Amortised loans hawe the effect of eliminating the risk at a more
fapid rate than depreciation, as well as affordii^ protection against de¬
clines in real estate walue* The praetiee of requiring borrowers to pay
their property taxes monthly in adwanee through the associations further
strengthen these loans* Also, the mortgage loans are generally confined
to the locality of the association's office which permits better collection
and lean supervision*
It is true that under eonditiens of general business decline it nay
beo<»Be necessary for sawings and loan associations to foreclose on some
of their mortgages but the foreclosed property is in the full possession
of the association} its usefulness as residential property remains} and
its walue dees not decline as rapidly as the property of a defunct business*
Further, residential property can be easily maintained* and its prospects
for reooweary.in the resale markat are considerably better than foreclosed
business or industrial property*
The mortgage portfolio of a sawings association usually prowides much
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of th* safety whioh eonas with diTortifleatloB* Tbe nortgagort of a
glvon asBOoiation gonerally reprosont a wldo varlaty of jobs and pro¬
fessions. Since it is onlik»ly. OTon in a depression, that all businesses
will oontraet or elose down at the same timethere^ is little risk that
all mortgages will beeomo delinquent at the same time.
As loans are granted, good nanagemsat will make every effort to select
its risks so as to minimise or avoid possible losses. However, a mort¬
gage loan is a long term debt and it is impossible to see ahead the entire
term of the mortgage. In other words, losses will oeour. To protect the
saver against sueh losses, the law required that a eertain minimum amount
be withheld from operating ineome and put into a reserve for losses. In
the aggregate savings and loan assoeiations have aeoumulated enough in
their reserves and undivided profits to absorb losses in ezoess of eight
per dent of thsir assets. If in tbe final analysis losses should exceed
the amount set aside in reserves to absorb sueh losses, then insurance of
aooounts becomes the final refuge for members of the Federal Savings and
Loan Insurance Corporation.
Although there are those who believe the contrary, there is no sub-
^n-stantial difference tetween FSLIC insurance and FDIC insurance. The settle
■1 .
^
(Btent provisions' of both insurance eorporations are almost identical. Be¬
low are the actual settlement provisionst
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 12 P. S. C.. 1821 (f) pro-
tide sx
Whenever an insured bank shall have been closed on account of
Inability to meet the demands of its depositors, payment of the
insured deposits in such bank shall be made by the Corporation as
soon as possible, subject to the provisions of sub-seotion (g)
of this section either (1) by cash or (2) by making available to
each depositor a transferred deposit in a new bank in the sama
eonmunity or in another insured bank in an amount equal te the
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insured deposit of snoh depositor****
Federal SstIi^s snd Loan Inturanoe Corporation* 12 IT* S< C*,
1728 Cb) proTidesi
In ths event of a default by any insured institution, pay-
■sent of each insured aeoount in suoh insured institution which
is surrendered and transferred to the Corporation shall he made
by the Cdrporatien as^sdon ^s> pio8s|.ble^either (1) by oash or
(2) by making available to eaoh insiured member a transferred
aoeount in a new insured institution in ths same eonmunity or in
another insured institution in an amount equal to ths insured
aooount of euoh insured asaber*..*
The reoord of both insuranoe corporations is worthy of public oon-
fidenee* The FSLIC has suffered approximately forty losses and has paid
such losses promptly in cash* The FDIC has suffered approximately four
1
hundred losses and has also paid proo^tly in cash*
Liquidity - the ability te pay*— The term liquidity as used in the
financial world^means the ability te convert articles of wealth and
property rights (evidenced by eontraets of debt or eertificates of owner-
2
ship) into oash* The degree of liquidity of any financial institution
is, therefore, measured by its ability te exchange its assets for cash
which may be used te satisfy withdrawal demands*
Some of the state laws and the law governing associations which are
members of the Homo Loan Bank System require associations to maintain a
presdribed minimum amount of liquidity. The state laws requiring minimum
liquidity vary* However, every association which is a member of the Homs
Loan Bank System may be required to maintain a minimum liquidity of from
four per cent to eight per eent*
1
The Bureau of Business Research, Georgia Business (College of
Business Administration, University of Georgia, ilaroh 1955), p, 4*
2
The American Savings and Loan Institute, op. eit.« p* 99*
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Slno* liquidity i* tha nsasura of on ftssoeiation** ability to
promptly honor withdrawal roqueats in oath, a refloetion on how thoir
funds aro inrasted will afford an idea of thoir liquidahility* Oanarally
from sixty par cent to aight»fiva par eant of thair assets aro invested
1
in asortised loans* Tha reeeipt of aortgage interest and payments of
principal provide a steady flow of funds available to meet tha withdrawal
demands of soma of the savers*
Cash oan also be realised from mortgages selling them to other fin-
anoial institutions or to government agenoies created for that purpose*
When the FEi was created* its primary objective was the creation of a
mortgage instrument and a system of mortgage brokerage which would add
the quality of marketability to mortgages* C* I* Loans also have come to
be regarded as a marketable mortgage*
All assoeiations maintain a working cash balance represented largely
by bank deposits* A typical amount of cash on hand and on deposit in banks
is around five per cent of assets* Ordinarily* this amount is considered
the most liquid of mssets and will vary with the volume of loans and the
activity in savings and investment accounts* Uany savings and loam associ¬
ations use commercial banks as depositories* Others have selected their
regional home loan bank as their principal depository*
As a secondary liquidity reserve* most associations invest part of
their assets in United States Government bonds* These provide some earn¬
ings (about half the rate earned on mortgage loans) while at the same




oash eombined naually raprasant from fiftaaa par oant to twenty par eant
1
of total aasata*
Sarlnga and loan asaooiations, of oouraa^ need not rely wholly on
the liquidation of thair asseta for funds to nset withdrawal demands*
Sven in periods of haary withdrawal of saTings* there ean ha soms inflow
of new sarings to offset suoh withdrawals* Thus« the eontiaued flow of
savings and oontraetual jpayments on loans provide associations with a
certain amount of inherent liquidity which is available even in times of
general business decline*
la addition* associations have the power to borrow funds. The extent
of suoh borrowing power varies with the state and Federal laws but* in
general* eannot axeeed fifty par cant of the total balance of the savings
and investment accounts. The credit facilities of the H(»ne Loan banks
have bean explained in previous chapters. It is sufficient to point out
here that the availability of eradit from the hrane loan banks is an
is^ortant factor in measuring the ability of associations to meat with¬
drawal demands promptly.
Rata of return on savings*— The rata of aarxiings that oan be paid on
savixigs depends on the rata of interest available on mortgages* yields on
investments* expenses of operation* the amount of earnings transferred to
reserves and other factors. According to the United States Savings and
Loan League* the general, trend in dividend rates was downward from 1929
through 1947. In 1948* the trend reversed.
At the and of 1952* three per cent was the most prevalent dividend
1
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rate paid l»y aaTinga and loan aasooiationa* At that tiana forty-two per
cent of all assooiationa reported a three per cent diridend basis, ten
per cent reported dividend under two per cent and a slightly larger
percentage reported a rate in excess of three per cent* The three per
cent rate continued to te the most cfflomon dividend rate in the year 1955*
Aggregate dividend payments by associations for the year 1953
amounted to 575 million dollars - in excess of a half billion dollars for
th» first time. This iunount is an average rate of return to all-invest¬
ment accounts of 2.9 per cent. Significant in this connection is the
distribution of savings at the close of 1953 among the various types of






of Return - 1953




Savings Accounts 42,001,000,000 1.2
Postal Savings 2,466,000,000 2.0
Series B Bends 36,317,000,000 0 to 2.99
Savings and loan associations as lending institutions.— One of the
principal serviees of savings and loan associations is to, make home leans
to home seekers. The mortgage is the instrument which helps to accomplish
this purpose. The borrower uses it to secure long term creditj the associ¬
ation uses, it as an opportunity for the investoent of the funds of its
savings members. It should be remembened, however, that the home mortgage
f
loan is a good investment only if two essential eonditlona are met. First,
there must be a reasonable certainty as to the ability and willingness of
the borrower to satisfy the terms of his contract, and second, there must
1
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"bo a fvurthsr guarantee of some definite seeurity pledged to protect the
assoolation in the event that for some unforeseen reason the basic con¬
tract is not carried out according to terms* Should the borrower fail to
pay his obligations* the association must depend upon the mortgaged real
estate to protect it against loss* Therefore* the function of appraising
or estimating the value of the real estate is oxm of the most important
operations of these institutions* A loan must be at all times backed by
security to at least the amount of indebtedness* plus all cost of foreclosure*
making sufficient allowanoe for depreeiation and fluctuations in real estate
market prices* Insufficient protection may result in capital loss which
will wipe out all margin of profit and out into the association's reserve*
Collection policies and procedures*— Although the lender may look
primarily to the pledged property for the satisfaction of a mortgage loan*
Such loans are usually granted with anticipation of repayment and not with
the intent to foreclose* Savings and loan associations follow two methods
designed to keep foreclosure and losses at a minimum* The first is the
careful analysis of the risk to be assumed with the granting of each new
loan and the rejection of those loan applications which do not measure up
to sound lending standards* The second is the adoption of a eellection
policy and procedure which will provide the greatest assurance that the
loans will be paid aoeording to the terms of the mortgage contract*
Haturally* the credit policy of the association is more liberal in times
of good buslsoess conditions than in eeonomle recessions* The credit policy
of the association may not only reflect the level of •Sonomie activity* but ■
the r»ed for the Investment of increasing savings inflow* Under such
circumstances* a martinal analysis would be appropriate. That is if the
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r«ialt«nt Inorsass in the Tolnne of loan hualneas yialda aoro than enough
additional profits to absorb the possible additional losses* it would be
profitable to aalcs additional loans ewen though they laight inTolwe aore
risk* It is; oonoeiTable that a larger roluae of loans aay result in a
lesser ratio of losses than a smaller relume of more carefully selected
risks*
It has been said that all delinquent acoounts can be dirided into
three categoriest those who can and intend to payi those who can but won*t
pay} and those who can’t pay* A rast majority of savings and loan assooi*
ation borrowers fall in the first category* Obviously* since they do not
take many losses and do not bear great amount of collection expenses* they
are able to charge relatively low interest rates. In case of past due pay¬
ments the collection prooedxure of savings and loan associations} as with
other financial institutions* is that of (l) notification* (2) reminder*
(3) discussion* and (4) compulsion*
The direct reduction loan plan is eonmonly used by associations* In
a typical case* a borrower either subscribes for* or purohasas a limited
share account* usually one share is enough* or in the ease of a Federal
association* the borrower becomes a member automatically by receiving a
loan* This mortgage requires a regular monthly payment of principal and
interest* Therefore* the amount which the borrower owes and the amount of
the interest payment decrease monthly until the loan has been fully paid*
In addition to secured and horns purchase and construction loans* savings
and loan associations also make secured and unsecured home improvement loans.
Arrangements may be mads for open end mortgages* variable interest rates*
grace periods* prepayments, additional advances and package mortgages which
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naka it posslbla to land borrowars tha fends naoaaaary to purohasa both
tha home and tha major household appllanoas*
Sinoa^fora World War II tha savings and loan business had bean
doing batwaan thirty par cant and thirty-two per cent of all home mort¬
gage %lexkling until 1952, whan savings and loan landing volume eama to
thirty-si? par eant.of tha nation*s total, and in 1953 savings and loan
associations made approximately thirty-eight per eant of all the nation's
home loans and financed about ona-fourth of all new houses, wall over
250,000* Twanty-nina par eant of tha nation's 0* I* home financing axul
ten par cant of FE^ home mortgages ware originated by savings and loan
associations in 1953*
Interest rates on mortgages*— Although interest rates on mortgage
loans are "sticky," to soma extant, they reflect tha availability of funds
for investment in real estate mortgages* During periods whan there is an
over'^upply of funds for home mortgage loan rates tend to daollna* Tha
reverse is true whan funds or savings flow to savings and loan associations
in lower volume relative to the demand for loans, as well as whan they are
heavily invested in mortgages* In the past deoade, the general level of
interest rates on hcsoe mortgage loans have moved within a range of about
one per cent*
The annual survey on mortgage lending rates eondueted by the United
States Savings and Loan Leafwe revealed that as of February, 1954 as many
as forty-four per cent of the savings association reported a rate of five
1 V
,
Sereafter statist:ics are taken from the United States Savings and Loan
League's Savings and Loan Fact Book, 1954, unless otherwise indicated*
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par cant or less as their most oommon lendliig rate on eonrentlonal loans,
and fifty-six per eent reported rate of fire and ons-half per cent or ahoTe.
As of 1954, the minimum interest rate was four and one-half per cent on
FHA and VA one to four family loans# Formerly four and one-fourth and
four per oent had heen the maximum Interest rates on these loans respeee«
tively.
Operating Inoome and expense#— In reoent years interest on mortgage
loans and real estate oontraets accounted for about elghty-flTe per eent
of the total income of saTings and loan associations# Prior to 1942 when
government bonds were playing a eomparatirely small part in savings
associations' investment programs; interest on mortgage loans usually
amounted to more than ninety per oent of total inoome#
Interest on Investment other than mortgage loans, principally govern¬
ment bonds comprise about five per oent of the inoome of savings and loan
associations# this proportion has deollned steadily from a level of
twelve per oent in 1946 as opportunities for investment in higher yielding
home mortgage loans have broadened# In recent years, premiums, eommissions
and fees have also produced Inoome above the customary in pre-war years#
These sources aoeounted for an estimated five and one-half per oent of
total income in 1955, in contrast with two and one-half per oent in 1945#
These commissions axid fees have the effect of rising the effective in¬
terest rates on home mortgage loans# Other income eooounted for the re¬
mainder of the total income# Other inoome bis fluctuated between a
xiarrow margin of 6#1 per eent in 1941 and fiTe|per eent at the end of
1955,
Currently, operating expenses -are taking twenty-seven per cent of
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total inoomo* the smallest since 1943 vhen 26.5 percent of total income
was dishursed to defray operating expenses. The peak year was 1947, when
these expenses eonsumed 28.7 per cent of total income.
Currently about two per cent of total income is being disbursed to pay
interest on borrowed money and about one per cent to off-set certain non¬
operating charges, including federal income tax. Interest on borrowed
money took a high of 2.3 per cent in 1951, as contrasted with a low of
0.8 per cent in 1945. Since 1943, non-operating expenses haws taken a
per centage of total income which range between 2.1. per cent in that year
and 0.5 par cant in 1949.
The remaining percentage of total income is net income, which is
either paid to savers ai dividend or allocated to reserve. Hat income
was seventy par cent (#829,475,000) of total income in 1953, of which
fifty per cent was paid to savers as dividend and twenty per cent was
allocated to reserves. Met profit amounted to 70.1 per cent of total in¬
come in 1943 and 68.9 per cent of total income in 1948. In those years
50.1 per cent and 45.9 per cent, respeotively, were paid out as dividends.
Roughly, this portion has prevailed from 1941 through 1953.
Public relations and advertising.— The existence of any financial
institution depends upon the understanding, confidence and good will of
the masses of* people who have an informed, favorable opinion of it, who be-
live in'its management, and who are firmly convinced that their own welfare
can be advanced by the use of its services. Thus, the extent of survival
of a financial institution depends upon public knowledge of its service,
public approval of its service and public preference for its service.
Behind the spectacular growth of savings and loan associations in
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recant years lie many factors including the rise in personal savings and
the post-erar housing 'boon* However, the aggressive manner in which
management has set out to gain public acceptance of and confidence in
these institutions Ims been a contributing factor. They have focused
public attention, through advertising and other public relation programs,
on the important part savings and loan operations play, not only in main**
taining local economy on a stable basis but also in building bigger
communities and better citizens.
Uore recently, the associations have entered upon a program, empha¬
sizing the importance of the role which the associations play in the
support of other business enterprises throughout the community. The first
group to which they point is the home building industry and many allied
businesses. They point out the importance of maintaining a continuous and
dependable floe of home mortgage credit. They say that in order for
builders and allied businesses to be assured of mortgage funds, it is
iiqportant that savings and loan associations maintain a constant flow of
savings funds, since savings received by these associations go back into
home financing. The theme is "more money for more homes."
In addition to various local advertising schemes, savings and loan
associations, collectively, sponsor a nation-wide advertising campaign.
Before^ attempting to embark on this campaign, the Savings and Loan Founda¬
tion was underwritten by industry members to the extent of approximately
one million dollars per year for three years. The advertisements'produced
under this program first appeared in national publications in the middle
of December 1954. This program also calls for the use of radio and
television and for local sponsoring associations to harmonize local
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advertising with the natioxwl aetivity*
Competiticn«-«» Within recent years, there has been an increasing
amount of competition among all types of financial institutions, both
within the savings and loan field and in other specialized phases of
financing* On the whole profitable outlets for long term capital invest¬
ment have been more and more limited* As a result, a variety of insti¬
tutions have turned to the long term mortgage field* Although some bankers
beliava that commercial banks should maks only eonsnercial short term-
self-liquidating loans, and that the handling of savings deposits and the
2
making of long term mortgage loan cannot be justified in a well-run bank,
the majority of eommereial banks do perform these functions* Savixigs and
loan assoeiations, on the other hand, offer many traditionally banking
servioes, such as safe deposit boxes, travelers eheoks and money orders*
Bankers bomplain that savings and loan associations do not make it clear
that they are not banksj that with eighty-three per cent of their capital
tied up in long term mortgages they are neither diversified or able to
pay off investors if there should be a sudden rush of withdrawals* Some
fear that the future growth and development of savings and loan associ¬
ations stay in sob» degree lessen their sphere of influence in the finan¬
cial field*
There are some leaders-in the banking industry who take the attitude
that savings and loan associations have "special privileges" as financial
1
Bureau of Business Besearch, op, eit*« p* 11*
2
United States Savings and Loan League, Savings and Loan Aimal, 1940.
p* 77*
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eooperatiTes} that they hold an unfair eompatitlTo advantago over ordinary
oommereial hanks* Savings and loan leaders deny that this is true hy
pointing out that banks* as a general rule* do not engage primarily in
long term mortgage loan aotivities} that the regulations under which assooi*
ations operate make it mandatory that their funds be invested in the local
community* The result is a vital stimulus to looal business activity on
which the bankers themselves must neoessarily depend for their own business
welfare* One savings and loan manager points out this speeifio example*^
John Dos finds that he has accumulated |5*000 of surplus
funds which is lying idle in his bank account or on which his
bank may be paying him a nominal rate of interest* He finds
that by transferring these funds to a savings and loan assooi»
ations* he can enjoy equal safety and* at the same time* earn
a slightly higher return*
Hhat happens? Shortly after opening an account for John
Doe* the savings and loan manager makes up a bank deposit*
included in which is the same $5*000 with which John Doe opened
his account* This money goes back to the same bank as a part
of the relatively large cash balance which the savings and
loan association carries* The bank still has the same $5*000
in effect and with no obligation to pay interest on it*
If Richard Roe enters the savings and loan association to
borrow $5*000 to build a home* the savings and loan manager
draws a check on his bank account for the $5*000* In turn*
Richard Roe takes the $5*000 and pays the builder* the plumber*
the laborers* the real estate agent* and all other parties in*
volved* who* in turn* deposit the money in their respective
bank accounts*
Because of the mutual* cooperative nature of savings and loan assoel-
atlon's operations* its critics frequently raise the tax issue hy claiming
that savings and loan associations are virtually tax exempt* Savings and
loan associations became subject to federal inceins taxation as of January
1
Bvareau of Busixiess Research* op* cit** p* 10*
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1, 1952 as a direct result of a eonoerted appeal to Congress by banks and
other so ealled tax equalisation groups*^ Savings end lo«n leaders try
to show that they are already producing tax revenue on a basis comparable
with banks and considerably above insurance companies.
In a survey prepcured for the December 1953 session of the General
Assembly of Georgia, which was considering changes in the tax law affecting
financial institutions, the savings and loan associations showed that in
1952, based on actual tax records taken from seven cities and towns selected
at random, savings and loan taxes on real estate mortgages alone ranged
from a low of ll.Sl per thousand of resources to a high of 12.52 per
thousand of resources. In the same communities, all bank taxes ranged
from a low of 1.51 per thousand of resources to a high of #1.21 per
thousand of resources. Savings and loan leaders in Georgia claim that the
tax on real estate mortgages is only one of several taxes paid by savings
and loan associations. In addition they point out state sales taxes, city
license taxes, and other miscellaneous taxes. Banking institutions were
2
exempted by exeovrtive order from state sales taxes.
Savings and loan associations in Georgia.— Ed W. Hiles, the Executive
Yice President of Georgia Savings and Loan League, Inc. sayS'that the de¬
velopment of the savings and loan business in Georgia during the past ten
years has been of major importance in the economio development of the
state, Mr, Hiles, in an article, published Mhrch, 1955 by the Bureau of
Research, College of Business Administration, University of Georgia,
1
Ibid . , p . 15 •
2
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entitled "Savings and Loan - Vital Cog in GeorgiaH Eoonoiny," gives the
fellcsring faots to support his elalm.
There are seventysix associations operating in Georgia today. Sixty-
seven of these associations operate under federal charters, idiile nine
operate under the provisions of the law of the state. The associations
have five hundred million dollars in respurees, representing the savings
of thousands of Georgia families. Sixty million dollars of these re¬
souroes are in liquid assets readily oonvertihle to meet withdrawals. In
addition the Georgia associations have aeeess to oredit support of the
Federal Home Loan Bank of Greenshoro, Korth Carolina to the extent of fifty
per eent (two hundred and forty million dollars) of the more than four
hundred and eighty million Mortgages held.
During the five year period including 1950 through 1954, Georgia
associations have distributed more than forty-five million dollars in cash
dividends to holders of savings and investment aooounts. The annual amount
of such earnings has increased from |5.6 million in 1950 to approximately
$13.5 million in 1954. During the same period, the associations have
maintained working balances in Georgia commercial banks ranging from twelve
million in 1950 to approximately thirty million dollars as of December SI,
1954.
Due to the specialized operation of savings and loan associations, they
are by far the largest single source of home mortgage credit in Georgia
and are today responsible for approximately forty per eent of all non-farm
real estate loans of |20,000 or less being made in the state. The remain¬
ing sixty per eent of these loans are being made by banks, insurance
companies, mortgage brokers. Individuals and other sources of mortgage
8S
credit combined•
Ever since 1940, the savings and loan associations in Georgia have
established new records in both the savings and the mca'tgage lending
phases of their operations in the state* Total resources have climbed
traa. less than seventy-five million dollars in 1944 to more than five
hundred million dollars today* During 1954 the associations loaned more
than one hundred and fifty-six million dollars in mortgage loans* This
record volume of lending was made possible by a corresponding record
volume of new savings which exceeded one hundred and fifty million dollars
for the same period* These savings funds were supplemented by funds re¬
ceived from the repayment of outstanding mortgage\.loans* The writer further
stated that savings and loan leaders forsee the possibilities of exceedliag
one hundred and seventy-five million dollars in new mortgage loan during
1955, and the possibility that the flow of savings will be more than
adequate to permit such loan volume*
CHAPTER YI
SlIMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
la, suiEBnary, refsronce is nads to tho problsms introduced and treated
in the doTelopment of this thesis* These problems may ^ made more
distinctiTe by stating tha central problem of eaoh chapter as a. question*
Thuslyt (1) How have savings and loan associations developed in the
United States? (2) /What relative position do they hold in’the personal
savings market? (3) To what extent are they established in the home mort*
gage market? (4) IHiat are some of the major functional aspects of the
savings and loan business and what has been the overall performance of
savings axvi loan associations over the years? A brief answer to these
questions will constitute the summary*
Savings and loan associations have developed along the lines indicated
below: (l) Uovement toward building homes initiated by wage earners in
industrial centers* (2) The termination of associations formed for the
purpose of acquiring homes when the purpose had been attained. (3)
Evolution of the permanent plan of operation to attract investing laembers.
(4) Incorporation*— (5) Failure of soma associations due to unsound finan¬
cial practices and the lack of reserve banking facilities and insurance of
accounts* and (6) Government chartering and supervision*
It is very difficult to devise a definition of personal saving which
indicates the amount which is subject to deposit or investment/in thq* major
private savings institutions* Broad limits maybe established however* by
the presentation of available personal saving data estimated by the De¬
partment of Commerce* the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Home
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Loan Bank Board* In the final analysis* total personal saving subject to
deposit or investment in private savings institutions* or the extent of
ths "institutional" personal savings market at any time is ^dentioal to
the amount of savings which was actually deposited or invested in such
institutions. This is true* because this amount reflects numerous factors
and conditions in the total money and investment markets; an alternative
position would be unrealistic.
Although the total assets of savings and loan associations* and total
savings represented by investment shares have increased since 1940* they
have not regained the relative position in the personal savings market
which they held in 1929 when they held 13.03 per cent of total savings in
selected types of savings media* At the end of 1953* they held 10*58 per
cent of total savings in selected types of media*
Net savings in selected types of media increased annually beginning
with 1934 after a decrease in the three preceding years* However* savings
and loan associations did not get a portion of the net increase until 1940*
During and after the war their share increased substantially# In 1953* of
the 12*5 billion dollar net increase in savings in the four major private
institutions life insurance companies attracted the greatest portion (4.4
billion dollars); savings and loan associations attracted the second
largest share (3.7 billion dollars); commercial banks r&n third (2.9
billion dollars); and mutual savings banks held the smallest share (1.8
billion dollars)* All of these savings institutions have increased their
holdings considerably since 1929 partly due to the growth in the total
volume of savizigs flowing to them as a result of increasing incoms and a
gradual shift in the forms in which people desire to hold their savings*
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Serlngs which flow into saTings and loan assooiationa flow out into
the home mortgage market* roughly* in proportion to the inflow into in¬
vestment aooounta* For instance* at the end of 1953 total private savings
accounts in savings and loan associations amounted to 22*957 million
dollars} mortgage loans outstanding at year - end 1953 totaled 22*000
million dollars* A similar halance has haen maintained since 1929*
The major private institutions which compete with savings and loan
associations ixt the personal savings market are their competitors in ths
home mortgage market* However* in terms of the total amount of home mort¬
gages held* their relative positions are different* At the end of 1953*
savings and loan associations led the other institutional mortgage lenders
by a substantial amount} life insurance companies held second place with
about |13t 000 million} oommeroial banks ran a close third with $12*025
Biillion and mutual savings banks trailed with three hundred and seventy-
three million*
Savings cmd loan associations held mors than one-third of the total
horns mortgage holdings of the four major private institutions in each of
4hsi^$ieaFs since 1932* In that year their share amounted to 44.67 per cent
of the total ($10*948 million) and has fluctuated between that high and a
low of 35*91 per cent of the total ($41*221 million) in 1951* The decline
percentage wise is the result of ths increasing relative importance of
other institUtionar lenders which have invaded ths hoios mortgage market
seeking outlets for their funds*
All of the Institutional lenders have benefited from aid and support
given by both state and Federal gocernments to strengthen ths horns mort¬
gage markst* Mortgage insurance and guarantees have been important factors
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In tha hone mortgage market In recent years* The eomparatirely low
Interest rates and the long amortisation periods encovnraged hy the EOW
and the FH& have led to an Increase in effective demand for homes and at
the same time have made it possible for lenders to supply more home mort¬
gage credit. FNMA has encouraged the expansion of housing credit by
providing a secondary market for home mortgages*
Savings and loan assodiations are mutual institutions which are
supervised by public authorities and operated by private management* They
measure up to the standards of a first class savings institution which
serves the casual as well as the systematic saver* The nature of the
inrestraents of savings and loan associations* the security behind these
investments and the regulatory statutes under which they operate provide
safety of the savings accounts* The use of the amortlsed-direet-reduotion
loan* the terms of the loans* and the Inflow of x»w savings not only
generate safety but also provide an inflow of fhnds available to meet
withdrawal demands* In addition to this inherent liquidity savings and
loan associations are required to hold from four to eight per cent of their
total savings accounts in cash or demand deposits* Cash and government
bonds usually represent from fifteen to twenty per cent of their total
assets* To protect the saver further* savings and loan associations* in
accordance with statutory requirements* have accumulated reserves suffi¬
cient to absorb losses in excess of eight per cent of their total assets*
eighty-five per cent of which are home mortgage loans* To support these
safety and liquidity features they have access to deposit insurance which
is substantially the same as deposit insurance of eommeroial banks*
Savings and loan associations pay the highest average rats of return
on savings of any ether savings depository* public or private* Aggregate
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dlTidand payewnta by assooiationa at the end of 1953 amounted to five
htindred and aeventy-fiYe million dollara. The most common dividend rate
was three per cent.
Savings and lean assooiationa make more home loans than any other
financial institution* In 1955 they made approximately thirty-eight per
cent of all the nation's home leans and originated 29 per cent of the
GI h(xiie mortgage loans and ten per cent of FHA mortgages., Five per eent
was the average Interest rate on the conventional loans| the maximum
interest rate on TA ai]d FHA loans was four and one-half per oent*
Net Income amounted to seventy per oent (|829«475.000) of total inooms
in 1955. about fifty per cent of which was paid out to savers ad dividends
and twenty per cent was allocated to reseinres.
Uany factors have influenoed the growth of savings and loan associ¬
ations in recent years, including the rise in the level of national inooms
and the post war housing boom. Hciwever. the aggressive promotional schemes
on their part have been a major contributing factor. These promotional
activities and the corresponding growth of savings and loan associations
have provoked complaints from bankers and others that their position in
certain phases of t^ financial field is being challenged by "oompetitors"
who have an unfair eompetitive advantage. Savings and loan men. expedi¬
ently, deny these olaims and offer counterclaims.
Savings and loan associations have contributed significantly to the
eoonomio welfare of the people of ('eorgia. Tfas seventy-six Georgia
associations have accumulated #500.000.000 worth of resources, representing
savings of Ooorgla families. During the five year period including 1950
through 1954 they have distributed naeo than #45.000.000 in cash dividends
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to holders of savlxigs and Investment accounts • They are the largest
single source of home mortgage credit in the state, being responsible
for forty per cent of all non-farm real estate loans of $20,000 or less*
The foregoing summary luis led me to the conclusion that savings and
loan associations, collectlTely, are trustworthy and sound savings and
home financing institutions which have contributed significantly to the
welfare of the Amarloan people both from an economic and social perspective*
Evan though their unusual growth in recent years ispredVcntea, p^artly;
a housing boom, they are sufficiently strong and are equipped with adequate
reserve facilities to meet the challenge of a decline in economic activity,
National incame is a key concept used by economic analysts, admin¬
istrators and oitieens in appraising the eoonomio situation at a given
time. That is, it is a yardstick used to evaluate measures designed to
bolster employment and to raise the level of economic welfare of the
American people,^ If savings and loan associations, in their activities,
have affected national income favorably, to that extent, they have contri¬
buted to the economic health of the nation.
Savings aiKi loan associations have affected national income in several
respects which may be indicated thuslyi According to the Department of
Commerce, in 1953 national iimoma amounted to a little more than $305
billion of vMoh about $250 billion was subject to the disposal of the
American people individually* They spent a little more than $230 billion
of this amount and saved a little more than $20 billion* Of this $20
billion, $12*5 billion was invested or deposited in savings and loan
1
Sidney W«intraub, Income and Employment Analysis (New York, 1951), p*
1.
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assooiations* mutual savings and oommdreial banks and lifs ittsuranos
eompaniss. Of this 12.5 billion, $3.7 billion -was represantad by ixnrast-
msnt shares in savings and l^an associations. Therefore, savings and
loam associations reeeived 18.5 per eent of the year's personal saving
which includes liquid and non-liquid oomponents.
It is gexwrally held by most modern economists that increased spending
has a tendency to raise the level of employment and national income•
When savings are invested in savings and loan assodiatlons, they have at
that moment esoaped the income stream. The use of these funds by savings
and loan associations generates employment and income in several ways.
These savings are the source of home mortgage credit to members of the
respective associations. As a result new houses are desianded, the
building of which gives employment And income to people in the building
and related industries.
The income of savings and loan associations, most of which is derived
from interest on home mortgages, is the source of income to persons
employed by the associations. After provisions have been made for opera¬
ting expenses and reserves, dividends are declared and distributed to
shareholders. Part of the $575 million which was distributed to savings
and loan investors as dividend in 1953 was probably re-invested or de¬
posited in savings institutions or securities, part was spent and there¬
fore, put immediately back into the inewne stream and a portion may have
been invested in a private business firm or venture which provided employ¬
ment and income for others. Other ramifications of savings and loan
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